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.------..... TODAY:

Partly
Sunny.
High: 50's .
....___ ____..Low: 30s.

THE MURRAY STATE

SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 50-55. Low : 30's.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: upper 50s.

February 13, 1998
Vol. 73, No. 19

Source: National Weather service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University

News
The Student Government
Association is discussing
removing early morning
finals because of student
complaints that later classes
should not have finals at
8 a.m..

Drug arrests rise on. campus
-crime: Since the beginning of the
semester, 10 students have gone to
jail for marijuana-related drug
offenses.
BY jASON KEMP
STAff WIITEI

•

' ' The dealers are
coming in from the
big cities anq all over
the United States.''
-RONALD WIUBART
ADJIIJ'fi8TRATrVIt SUPERVISOR AT
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OpEd
Wendy Stewart. senior from
Paris, Tenn.,
talks about
rewards of
being a resident
adviser
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An increase in the number of drugrelated arrests involving either Murray State students or non-students
over the last three years has caused
University officials to take notice.
According to reports from the MSU
Public Safety Office, there have been
five incidents this semester involving
students who were arrested for possession of marijuana or drug paraphernalia, from which a total of 10
arrests have been made.
Capt. Thomas Phillips of the MSU
Public Safety Department said he has
seen an increase in the number of
drug-related arrests aince 1995.
"There definitely was a rise in the
beginning of 1996 from the previous
year in the number of students who
were arrested and charged with pos-

the Calloway County JaU

session of marijuana and/or drug
paraphernalia," Phillips said.
Phillips said there were four drugrelated arrests of MSU students in
1995, two arrests for possession of
marijuana and two arrests for possession of drug paraphernalia. In 1996,
Phillips said, there were 22 drugrelated arrests, 11 arrests for possession of marijuana and 11 arrests for
possession of drug paraphernalia.
Phillips said there were 28 drugrelated arrests in 1997, 17 arrests for
possession of marijuana and 11
arrests for possession of drug paraphernalia.
"We're just running across it more

and more now," Phillips said.
Ronald Wisehart, administrative
supervisor at the Calloway County
Jail, said he has also noticed an
increase in the number of drug-related crimes and arrests in the Murray
area and the county, especially those
involving marijuana.
"Drug-related crimes are on the rise
all around the country," Wisehart
said. "The dealers are coming in from
the big cities and it's happening all
over the United States."
· Wisehart said he believes the reason drug dealers from big cities come
to rural areas is because they think
they can get away with the crime easier.
"The dealers think they can operate
easier in small, rural towns because
they may think the police in these
types of towns aren't as prepared as
the ones in bigger cities," Wisehart
said.
"We see a lot of citations come
through here for drug-related crimes,
especially those concerning marijuana."
The 10 drug-related arrests con-

cerning marijuana and/or drug paraphernalia so far this year were:
•Jan. 23, 12:33 a .m.: Edwin Reich·
muth, non-student, was arrested in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center and
charged with trespassing, possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
•Jan. 24, 1:49 a.m.: Robert A. Forry
of Russellville, Phillip A. Kabalen and
Keon Winsatt of Owensboro were
observed in the south parking lot of
Olive Boulevard and charged with
p9ssession of marijuana and possession of alcoholic beverages by a
minor.
•Jan. 29, 12:57 a.m.: Harold A.
Sanders, · non-student, was arrested
for possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia after a complaint of
marijuana odor on the fifth floor of
Hart Hall was filed.
•Jan. 31, 1:29 a .m .: John Shepard,
Shawn Boykips, Markus Stepp and
Frank Wilson were arrested for possession of marijuana.
•Jan. 31, 5:58p.m.: A male juvenile
was taken into custody at Domino's in
the Curris Center and charged with
possession of marijuana.

Collegel{/e
Students will perform
scenes from four plays as a .
tribute to African American
Tneaters on Tuesday.
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Sports

-Tickets: Student Government Association and
the athletic department
have reduced prices for
500 student tickets for the
first round of the OVC
Tournament.

The Murray State Men's Basketball team dropped UTMartin 94-66 Saturday in
Racer Arena.

BY DoNALD LAWSON
WRJrn
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jim Hahn, junior from Meade County, and Sara jane Gina. sophomore from Cadiz, sit in front of the big windows on
' the third floor of the Curris Center to get out of the rain.

Country celebrates condom week
"National Condom Awareness Week is to raise awareness and promote safer sex,"
she said. "There js no such
thing as safe sex, but condoms
are one of the means of achieving safer sex."
BY CHRISTINE HALL
Last year Health Services
AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
raised awareness on campus
by handing out Hershey's kissThe approaching day of love es attached to pink hearts. The
has sparked the need for con- hearts had facts about sex and
dom ~~~re.ness o~ campus, ways to have a good Valenthus tmtiatmg Nat10nal Con- tine's Day without sex.
dom Week Feb. 9 to 14.
' Health Services also distriblt started -as a college-aware- uted paper money with conness week after HIV arrived on doms inside. "It was 80 stucollege campuses.
dents could think about what
Judy Lyle, Health Services life meant in terms they relatdirector, said this week is to ed to," Lyle said.
promote safer sex on college
campuses.
P~ 'K"e CONDOMS/14

-condoms:
National
Condom Awareness is
being celebrated this week
to promote safe sex in
America.

A Few Condom Facts ...
- Use a new, good quality latex condom without
damage or defect.
- Do not store condoms for a long time in a wallet or
near heat because they might break during use.
- If used in the right way, condoms can protect you
very well against pregnancy, sexually transmitted
diseases and AIDS.
- No condom is made to break.
Source: www.info.gov.hk
John Simanowit7}rhe

News

On Feb. 24 the Murray State
Racers will play in the first
round of the OVC basketb,U
tournament. The game will be
played at Racer Arena, but
unlike most home games, students will have to pay for their
tickets. However, the Student
Government Association and
.athletic department are trying
to ease the financial burden.
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator
of student activities, said SGA
and the athletic department
want to help students attend
the OVC tournament.
To do this, the athletic
department and SGA will each
absorb a dollar from the ticket
price for the first 500 students,
making the tickets only two
dollars.
'
"Prices for the tickets are set
by the OVC," Morgan said.
wrhe cheapest we can charge
for .students is $4. We hope
this discount will give more
students an opportunity to
attend the game."
Tickets will go on sale
Wednesday, Feb. 18, at noon
for students. The $2 student
discount only applies to
advanced sales and can be purchased at Stewart Stadium,
room 211. Sales will take place
until 3 p.m. on Monday Feb.
23.
Once the first 500 tickets are
sold, tickets can be purchased
at the $4 regular price. There
is a one ticket limit per student
and students must present a
Murray State ID.
Please flee TICKETS/14
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Sign Language workshop available
Tyra Lokey, a certi~ed sign
language instructor, will conduct a beginning level workshop, "Sign Language." It will be
offered Feb. 24 through April
23 on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings. The- ,workshop will
begin at 7 p.m. and end at 9
p.m. in room I 06 of the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology.
The course fee of $70 covers
all materials and participants
who complete the course will
earn 3.2 units of continuing
education credit. For more
information call 762-3662 or
1-800-669-7654. This workshop i.s offered through Murray
State's office of conferences
and workshops, a division of
the Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach.

Conversational Spanish course offered
Murray State will host a community education course tided
'Conversational
Spanish.'
..
Although the course will primarily assist people in agriculture, basic conversation skills
will also be taught.
The class will meet on Tuesday and Thursday evenings,
Feb. 17 to April 16, from 7 to
9 p.m. The class will be held in
room 254 of the Collins Center for Industry and Technology. Debbie Maclin-Scineckpeper, a high school teacher,
will be the instructor.
The course fee for this class
is $120, whic:h inclupes the
textbook. For more information or to register~ call 7623662 locally or 1-800-6697654 outside of Calloway
County.

Tickets on sale for
Neal McCoy concert
Tickets are now on sale at
several outlets for a performance by country music star
Neal McCoy who will appear
at Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium on March

Entertainment
complex to be
built in Paducah
•Construction: A new
complex for entertainment
in Paducah has been proposed by Gou. .Paul Patton.
BY JAKE BURGESS
ASSOCIATE EOITOll

Gov. Paul Patton has proposed to build a complex in
Paducah that will house entertainment and mus ic acts
through his Surplus Expenditure Plan .
The Four Rivers Complex
would host Broadway shows,
national entertainment and
showing of local arts. It would
also hold non-performance
items like graduations, lectures and seminars. The com·
plex would seat 2,000.
Patton proposes to put $12
million toward the building,
but Desiree Owen, project
director of the Four Rivers
Center, said the Center would
cost $20 million and expects
the remaining $8 million to
come from private donations.
"There have been so many
more activities for downtown,"
Owen said. "There are new
restaurants and speciality
shops and the Four River Center would help anchor downtown."
The Four Rivers Center
would last Paducah for the
next 50 years and cover a 50mile radius.
In the next couple. of weeks
Murray will take control of the
Regional Special Events Center which will hold sporting
events and musical acts in a
8,000 seat arena. The arena
will also have 8,342 seats
available for basketball games.
"You would be comparing
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Rain, rain go away

..Our crowds are
going to be very
different from
their crowds."
-SHELLY TODD, FACILrTY
MANAGEMENT FOR RSEC

apples and oranges when it
comes to entertainment,n
Owen said comparing what
kind of entertainment acts
Four Rivers Center could bring
to what RSEC will be able to
offer.
"Our crowds are going to
very different from their
crowds," said Shelly Todd,
facility management for RSEC.
She also said the Four Rivers
Center will have a more
acoustical. advantage over
RSEC, but the shows will be
targeted toward a smaller
audiences.
The types of entertainment
shows in RSEC will be m~or
concert events from rock to
country and other sporting
events
like
professional
wrestling.
Owen said after the Center is
approved by the General
Assembly, then they will begin
the bid phase for an architecture's plan. She said construction of the Center will not
begin until the year 2000. They
have chosen to build on 2nd
Street
and
Washington
Avenue.
Owen said she hopes RSEC
and the Four Rivers Center
will help each other in the
future.

The heavy winds and rainy conditions this week forced students to rely on umbrellas
for shelter while walking around on campus.

Early finals may be canned
together a proposal that would
change the time of a final exam
for a class to correspond the
exam with the time the class
regularly meets during the
semester.
"We talked about ending 7:30
BY jASON KEMP
and 8 a.m. finals, not completeSTAFF WRITER
ly, but if you do not register for
a 7:30 or 8 a.m. class, you
The days of cramming an all- should not have to take an
night study session before wak- exam that early," Earwood
ing up to take an 8 a.m. exam said. "I don't think you should ,
during finals week may soon be be forced to get up that early on
over for some students at Mur- the biggest day of the semesray State.
ter."
The Student Government
The current final exam
Association is discussing a pro- schedule is set up so exams are
posal with University officials separated by approximately
concerning the deletion of some two and a half hours. The first
early exams because some exam is at 8 a .m., the second at
MSU students have voiced 10:30 a.m., the third at 1:30
their opposition to having an 8 p.m. and the last exam of the
a.m. exam for a class that re~ day at 4 p.m. Earwood thinks
lar\y meets in the afternoon.
students would prefer a first
SGA President Todd Ear- exam starting at 9 a .m.
wood met with University
"The administration has
· President Kern Alexander been nothing but cooperative
Tuesday to discuss plans to put with us looking into this and I

•Finals: The SGA z.s
addressing the option of
canceling 8 a.m. finals
due to student complaints
of being too early.

think we need to work out the
scheduling kinks,n Earwood
said. "There's no objection. This
is what the students want and
the administration is willing to
do it. And Student Government
is going to make sure it happens."
Earwood said he, Alexander
and Jim Booth, vice president
of student affairs, will meet
sometime this month to figure
out if the proposal will be possible to implement. He said he
bas consulted universities in
Missouri,
Georgia
and
Arkansas who have been successful in their proposals to
make changes in their final
exam schedules.
"I think there arc several
concerns about finals week,
with professors giving finals
earlier than they're supposed
to," Earwood said. "There are
several concerns 1 have about
finals week and this is just one
that is probably the easiest to
tackle."

Tanning beds popular before Spring break
BY CHRISTINE HALL
AsSISTANT NEws

Eonoa

As students are getting ready
for the annual shedding of
clothes on Spring Break beaches, girls stop to remind themselves that underneath all the
22.
Seats are reserved at $20 heavy winter wool is a white
each. Tickets may be pur- body, sure to blind anyone
within a 50-mile radius.
chased on the MSU campus at
Robin McAllister, daytime
the Student Government associate at Tropics Tanning
Association office in the lower on Coldwater Road. said there
level of the Curris Center and is a steady flow of both college
at any of the following outlets: students and area residents in
the salon.
Disc jockey in Paducah, Ky.;
"ln the mornings I see MurBetsy's Hallmark in Benton, ray people coming in before
Ky.; Music Barn in Mayfield, Ky.; work to tan," she said. "In the
and Sunset Boulevard in Mur- afternoons1 college students
ray. All credit card orders must come in along with other probe made at the SGA office. For fessionals after work. All in all
we have a large clientele."
more information call (502)
Jennifer Taylor, manager of
762-695 I.
Neon Beach on VVhitnell Road. ,
said the biggest time for tanning is in the spring.
ACT preparation
"The biggest time is around
course
March and April," she said. "It
Murray State will offer a is starting to pick up right
preparation course for stu- now."
dents planning to take the
Neon Beach also has storage
ACT. The first course will . facili~ies for rent along with the
.
.
tanmng beds.
"Both are hard to maintain,"
begm Feb. 21 and contrnue
through April 28. All classes Taylor said. "The storage units
will be held on Saturdays from are an all year around thing
9 a.m. to noon in room 242 o( instead ofjust seasonal like the
the Collins Center for Industry tanning."
d T. h I
Video Gold on Chestnut
an ,ec no ogy.
Street also has the combination
The registration fee is $195. of tanning beds and another
To enroll in the class call 762- business, renting movies.
3662 or I -800-669-7654.
Lisa Hendricks, clerk, said
sometimes the owners have
good deals for college s tudents
that come in.
"Right now we have the
Briefs compiled by
month
unlimited which is an
Lori Burling
unlimited amount of visits for
Staff Writer
one price," she said. "They also
get a free -bottle of suntan
lotion for buying the month

Places to tan in Murray
Despite the small size of Murray, many tanning salons have come to call this town home. Here
are a few to choose from:
• Golden Image
1104 Story Ave.

753-7455

Indoor tanning
has dangers
BY CHRISTINE HALL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

• Kut'N Kurt Beauty Shop
Southside Shopping Center 753-1682
• Neon Beach Tanning Salon
812 Whitnell St.
753-3333
• Tropics Tanning Salon
901 Coldwater Rd.

753-8477

• Video Gold
1206 Chestnut St.

759-4944

• Wolff System Tanning
U.S. Highway 641 N

753-9653

Source: Bell South Yellow Pages

graphic by Christine Hall/assistant new!> edator

"When we moved in here, the
unlimited option."
McAllister said Tropics is tanning beds were already
very busy right now with stu- here, so we" decided to keep
dents getting ready for Spring them running," Jody Gardner,
owner and manager, said.
Break.
"This is definitely one of the
Gardner said the beauty shop
biggest times for us," she said. is more popular than the tan"Everyone wants to get a tan.
ning beds, but only because the
"Business has been extreme- tanning is more seasonal.
ly successful because of what . "We have people in here
Tropics is doing," she said. "We mostly before Christmas and
do tanning based on minutes then before Spring Break and
rather than sessions, the bulbs prom," she said. "Other than
are newer and the facility is that, we may have about 12
clean, neat and professional. It people who tan year round."
All tanning salons said stuis what makes us the best salon
dents wanting to get a good
in town."
The Kut'N Kurl Beauty Shop base tan before Spring Break
in the Southside Shopping Cen- should start now while many
ter also has tanning beds along specials are going on and wait·
with a hair salon.
ing is at a minimum.

Tanning can cause serious
damage including skin cancer
if done continually and with a
high frequency.
According to a Excepta Medica pamphlet, tanning in a
salon increases the amount of
ultraviolet radiation a person
is exposed to over a lifetime.
The radiation is stronger than
spending the same amount of
time in the sun.
Judy Lyle, director of
Health Services, said indoor
tanning can lead to many
health risks.
•Tanning can lead to an
increased risk of skin cancers," she said. "A sunburn
can make you sick and some
medications make your skin
more photo sensitive."
She said Health Services
sees many students come in
before and after Spring Break
complaining of pain from sunburns.
"Usually in the springtime
we see some sunburns," Lyle
said. "They feel bad, their skin
is peeling and they are in a lot
of pain."
She said most people come
in from tanning after the
salon has changed the bulbs
and the salons have either not
notified the customers or the
students stayed in for the
same amount of time regardless of the stronger bulbs.
The October 1995 issue of
Cosmetic Dermatology, s aid

indoor tanning has only negative health consequences.
Indoor tanning involves a
typical session of 15, 20 or 30
minutes with ultraviolet radiation at 320 to 400 nanometer
wavelengths or the equivalent
of two to three times the ultra. violet radiation of normal sunlight.
Lyle said tanning increases
the body's melanin which is
bad·for the skin.
"An increase o( the body's
melanin is not normal," she
said. "A dermatologist in Murray told me tanning was scarring of the skin."
In Cosmetic Dermatology,
dermatologists reported UV
rays actually penetrate more
deeply into the skin layer
known as the dermis.
Repeated overdoses of artificial light start the decrease of
healthy collagen, or the supportive fibers of protein in
skin and other connective tissues.
Lyle said there are ways to
help alleviate the pain and
discomfort of a sunburn.
• aspirin is a good antiinflammatory
• taking a cool bath or
applying cool bandages to the
burn may reduce pain
• aloe preparations
•application of moisturizers
•drinking lots of fluids
"VVhen you burn you dehydrate and it is important to
keep your body full of fluids,"
Lyle said.

New-s
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Reserving Burger ·K ing opens soon
•Restaurant: Murray is
rooms now preparing
for the opening

•
eas1er

•Housing: Signing up for
rooms next semester just got
easier due to a new system.

Bv

KRISTA ZuRKAMER

CONTIIBUTINO WRITlR

The housing office has scheduled
room reservations for the fall
semester early in hopes of preparing future Murray State students
for residential college life.
'fhe new re(,'istration process is
hoped to alleviate problems with
roommate requests and placement
issues.
. "Last year we had a. problem
with having a lot of available
spaces for new- students but not
e1npty rooms, so we had trouble
granting roommate requests," Don
Robertson, vice president of stu~
den~ affairs,

said.

UWe are better capable of granting new students• requests," Ca.mi
Pierce, coordinator of administrative services for housing, said. "It
rewards those individuals who follow the procedures we ask of them
and those who don't lose priority."
"'This allo'ws the students more
responsibility with their rooming
but is simple, quick and easy for
lho students," Pierce saiCI.
• Assigning of rooms early will
allow the residential colleges to be
better acquainted with new residents and help generate a friendship.
awe will be able to notify new
students earlier of their colleges,"
Robertson said. "\Vc'll also be able
to get this information to the colleges so the college heads and
councils can start contacting these
students, c:xposing them to rcsi·
dentinl colleges earlier.
"We think this will aid us in :the
recruitment process,.. Robertson
said. "If rollege heaas contact them
lind tell them what will be going on
next fall, we think this will put us
above other schools."'

of the long-awaited Burger King restaurant on
Feb. 24th.
BY jENNIFER PIERCE
STAff WRITER

Feb. 24 will mark the opening of the new Burger King
on Highway 641. After several months of construction the
final touches are being added
to the facility. The new building -.,viii seat 98 people and
will contain an indoor playground for children.
Restaurant hours are being
set by the company and are
the same as most other locations. Monday through Saturday Burger King will be
open from 6 a.m. until 10
p .m. and Sunday hours will
be from 7 a .m. until 10 p.m.
Training for new e~ployees
started Feb. 2 and will last
two and a half weeks .

Low sales force close of IGA
'Feb. 3 that he had sold the
building and the store was
scheduled to close Feb. 14.
The date was moved up two
days due to a lack of inventory. Eighteen employees, five
Bv JENNIFER PIERCE
full-time and 13 part-time,
STAFF WRITER
were affected by the closing.
Jim Adams IGA, which has Two employees have since
been in operation in Murray found jobs at Save-A-Lot, also '
since 1963, closed Feb. 12. owned by Jim Adams, and
The grocery store decided to one moved to the Paris store.
''There are at least three
close its doors because of the
loss in sales to Wal-Mart. The full-time employees who are
new Supercenter has been now without work. They all
have families to support and
named as the reason for sevcan't settle for part-time
eral merchants to close in
work like most of the other
Murray, including Piggly employees can," an IGA
Wiggly.
employee, who did not want
The owner announced on his name .r eleased, said.

-Grocery: IGA, a local
store, closed this week
because of competition
from the Super Wal-Mart.

OF IAMBnA
- -· y:').........

Trainees arc presently using
'"We have started planning
the facilities in Paducah until our grand opening ceremony,
construction can be complet- but we haven't set a definite
date yet. We will be giving
ed in Murray.
"About 55 people have been several prizes away," Bell
hired so far, but we will defi- said.
nitely be hiring more," Chuck
The Murray location will be
Bell, regional manager, said. the 26th Burger King owned
"We want anyone who is under Drury Inn. It is expectinterested to feel free to come ed to be one of Drury's highin and pick up an applica- est volume stores.
tion."
"l have heard nothing but
"We need to fill several ' positive feedback relating to
positions all the way from the new Burger King. It is
crew members to assistant sure to be a success because
managers," Stacy Miller, of its location. When the spemarketing associate, said.'
cial events center opens it
'There will be both day and
will be the most convenient
night shifts available."
location for people to go,"
Laurie Huber, area superJohn Williams, executive vice
visor, is currently serving as
manager. Miller said a per- president of the Murray-Calmanent manager will proba- loway County Chamber of
bly be promoted within the Commerce, said.
"We are going to be very
company three to four weeks
successful
here I hope. There
after opening.
·
have
already
been numerous
There have not yet been
calls
inquiring
as to when we
any promotional activities
set, but the company is work- are going to open," Bell said.
ing on its grand opening cere- "This is going to be a really
good location for us."
mony.

em AlPHA

Murray Home and Auto
purchased the building as
well as the lot behind .the
store. Owner Rick Burgess
plans to open a home and
garden store to expand his
business which is now located
two doors down.
"We always hate to lose
people like Jim Adams IGA.
They have done so much to
support this town and community,
but
sometimes
things can't be helped," John
Williams, · executive vicepresident for Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, said.
"They got caught up in a
combination o~ things and
had to make the best decision
for the company."

Adall~!iDn

Feb.6, 1998
5:40 p.m. An ambulance was requested at the Gameroom in the Curris
Center for a female student experiencing chest pains. She was transported to the Murray-Callaway County Hospital. At 6:54 p.m. she was released
from the emergency room to her mother.
Feb.7, 1998
3:55 a.m. A juvenile non-student was charged with operating a motor
vehicle on a suspended license and was released into the custody of his
father.
3:56 p.m. An ambulance was requested at the North gym In Carr Health
for a broken ankle. The Injured person was transported to the hospital by
a friend. A woman on the scene reported having chest pains, but was not
transported to the hospital.
Feb.8, 1998
3:31 a.m. A report of a fight in Regents Hall. Status okay.
7:15p.m. Thorval Johnsol) reported theft of his book bag at Carr Health.
11:18 p.m. A broken window on the third floor of Elizabeth College was
reported.
Feb.9, 1998
4:05 p.m. A stink bomb was set off in room 623 of the Fine Arts Building.
4:14p.m. Jenna Feierstein reported the theft of her ATM bank card. Several withdrawals had been made totaling $740.
5:44 p.m. Report of a hit and run accident in the parking lot of White Col·
lege. No injuries were reported.
5:46 p.m. There was an auto accident in front of the Franklin College
area. No injuries were reported.
Feb. 10, 1998
10:47 a.m. TherE! was an auto accident behind the Blackburn Science
Building. No Injuries were reported.
5:18p.m. Courtney D. Wright was arrested for possession of marijuana.
She was lodged in Calloway County Detention Center.
6:06 p.m. A coml?laint was received of a young child running around the
Business Building.
6:33 p.m. Murray Fire Department was dispatched to Waterfield Library
because the thtrd floor fire station was pulled. No fire was reported.
11 :44 p.m. A prowler in the 100 block of College Courts was reported. No
one was found.
Feb.11, 1998
6:19p.m. A citation was issued to Nedra P. Blakenship for disregarding
a stop sign.

Racer Escorts ·11

Motorist Assists -12

Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall, 8S$1S·
tant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

Ever dreamed of studying overseas?
Well, now may be the time!!!!

KE ToCoNGRATULATE

1998 AsSOCIATE~:

Police Beat

Travel and study with MSU faculty in England,
Ireland, Scotland, or Canada ...
And earn MSU credit at the same time.

Danner
eat:on
r
..le
Eric
Paul
Mic
..Ia
..1
David Mea
Ada1n Mel
Kevin Ra
.Jeff Hen
Leigh R·Heat:h

Interested?
Then stop by for an informational meeting and tea.
Dance Lounge
Curris Center
Monday, Feb. 23
4-6 p.m.
Dr. Ron Cella
Dept. English
762-4532

Ms. Celia Wall
Dept. JMC

762-3171

Cooperative Center for Study Abroad.
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What do you have

planned for Valentine's Day?

Name: Rachel
Heaton

Major:
Communications
Disorders
Year: Sophomore

Hometown:
Evansville, Ind.

"My boyfriend and I are going
out, but I don't know what we
are doing."
Name: Gary
Humphrey
Major: Criminal
Justice
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Owensboro

"I'm going to
relax."

Name: Kim Webb
Major: Undeclared
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Paris, Tenn

"I don't know.
. My boyfriend
wants to surprise me."

The Murray State News
February ll, 1998

Two dollars can't
cover college costs
Next year students can expect
higher tuition. Thank you, state legislature. Parking tags double next
year. Thank you, Board of Regents.
It's tough living the life of a poor
college student. Every time we turn
around, we get hit with more fees.
We have towel fees, activity fees
and residential fees. We pay for the
usage of the Curris Center and the
technology we use in the computer
labs. Unfortunately we still have to
pay for every page printed.
But we have a silver lining around
our dark, financial cloud. SGA and
the athletic department have joined
forces to ease the financial burden
laid upon students.
Murray State is hosting the first
round of the OVC basketball tournament on Feb. 24. Although the
game will be at Racer Arena, students who choose to attend are
required to pay $4 for their tickets,
like members of the public.
But SGA and the athletic department want to encourage student
attendance of the game. So the athletic department and SGA will each
absorb one dollar from the ticket
price for the fir:st 500 students.
Tickets will be only $2. We
applaud the two coming together in
an effort to reduce the cost of
attending this event.
Five hundred students are going to
save $2 a piece, totaling $1,000.

Our ll lezv
Issue:
SGA and the athletic department
have combined efforts to offer students $2 off at the OVC tournament game at Racer Arena.

Position:
A penny saved is a penny earned,
but the savings barely make up for
the prices we pay to attend school.
Sounds great.
But there is a downfall to this
grand gesture put forth by SGA and
the athletic department.
The number of students enrolled
on campus is approximately 8,500.
The 500 students who decide to go
to the game first get the discounted
price of tickets. The other 8,000 students are out of luck and the extra
$2.
The students who choose to go to
the game at the discounted price
have to work to get the bargainbasement prices. They have to buy
the tickets in advance at Stewart Stadium, room 2 I I from Wednesday,
Feb. 18 until 3 p.m. on Monday, Feb.
23. ~imited to one ticket per student
with a Murray State ID, students better hop on this limited-time offer.
Hats off to SGA and the athletic
department. Thanks for the $2 savings. ·

Your \l ielOS
Name: Timothy

Accusations against Gish perplexing

Evans

Major:
Agricultural
Science
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Beaver Dam

"I'm going home.''

Name: Josh
Haines

Major:
Organizational
Communications
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Cincinnati, Ohio

"Going to a fraternity Valentine's Day dance in Paducah."
Beth Bradley/Staff
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To the Editor:
While reading the Your Views section of the Feb.
6, 1998 issue of The Murray State News, I came
across the letter from the eight Murray community
members who felt a need to address the subject of
the Chi Alpha Christian Fraternity's search for a
professor who believes in evolution to debate Duane
Gish, a creationist , on Feb. 24. Reading this letter, I
found their arguments as to why the gauntlet had
not been picked up a little perplexing.
These eight community members began by stating
the challenge put forth by the fraternity is "academically and scientifically unacceptable; after which
they began to state their reasons why this is so."
They state scientific truth is not evaluated or determined by a debate between two people. In the fraternity's notices for the debate, I have not seen any
statement as to the fact that an immutable scientific law will be proven on Feh. 24. However, that
observation aside, how is scientific truth determined?
Opening a dictionary in my home, I read under
''scientific method" the following: "an orderly
method used by scientists to solve problems in
which a recognized problem is subjected to thorough
investigation and the resulting facts and observations are analyzed, formulated in a hypothesis and
subjected to verification by means of experiments
and further observations." From this we see true
science is determined by observation and since no
one was around to observe evolution in process, we
go into the hypothesis, an educated guess, on shaky
ground. Also from this definition we see that true
science is constantly left open-ended, subject to verification by means of experiments and further
observations. When a theory of science, nay, even a
law of science, becomes elevated to such a status in
society that it no longer warrants this ongoing verification (by means of continued experimentation
and further observations), then there is no longer
science. It becomes religion.
The community members' second point is Chi
Alpha wants to argue the point of evolution strictly
from a scientific viewpoint and not from a theological or philosophical one. This, they assert, is impossible, seeing a major scientific subject, such as evolution, cannot be discussed without also discussing
philosophy/theology. And next they are poohpoohing those serious about theological subjects.
Please, a little consistency of logic is needed here.
The third point makes the accusation that Gish is
unqualified for the job. They run down Gish's
integrity as a speaker, yet not once is a concrete
example given of how or why this creationist has
been wrong in the past . Vague generalities are
given, but not one fact is given that the reader can
research and verify.
Their final argument is one I am assuming is from
the "academic" side of their initial claim, that the
challenge is "academically and scientifically unacceptable." From this angle they propose that

because creationists are Christians and the Christian religion is based upon faith, the scientific evidence used to discuss either side is not taken seriously by the creationist. They conclude that to
debate with people who don't take science seriously
would be to add legitimacy to their ignorance.
In light of this obviously pompous dismissal of
Christians and faith, let's define Christian faith.
Christians do, in fact, base their faith in God on
divine revelation. The reason for this is God, the creator, cannot be defined by the observable creation,
which he made and is subordinate to him, but only
in a manner in which he, an extra-creation entity,
defines himself through the Bible. "In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God," John 1:1. And what is the Word of
God? It is Jesus Christ...And the Word was made
' flesh, and dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory
as the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and
truth," John 1:14. Despite this, the argument here is
not the existence of God, which cannot be observed,
but about things that are observable, scientific evidences that support· or refute evolutionary theory.
These scientific evidences are based on science verified, yet subjected to, amendment by the very scientific method which is used to lend credence to the
theory of evolution.
The debate's format includes back-to-hack lectures for and against evolution respectively, followed by rebuttals. The order of the lectures is to be
determined by a coin toss. Personally, I can't see
how this setup could be any more academic. It's not
as though Chi Alpha wants the "pro-creationist" and
the "pro-evolutionist" to wrestle to decide the victory to determine the winner. An intellectual consideration of the subject is what the fraternity seems to
be attempting to initiate. True intellect would
encourage debate amongst polite society, to stimulate discussion and propel reasoning and learning
forward. Avoidance and stuffy dismissal is simply a
"cop out" and does not further the cause of learning
in a town that takes pride in its institution of high·
er education.
John R. Moore III
Murray

Gish presents cr ed en t ials to readers

of the Virus Laboratory, University of California,
Berkeley (publishing several papers, one of whose
co-authors included Wendell Stanley, Nobel Prize
winner in medicine) and 11 years on the research
staffofthe The Upjohn Company, a pharmaceutical
firm in Kalamazoo, Mich. During that time I
authored or co-authored about 35 papers in scientific journals such as the Journal of American Chemical Society, Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, Biochemical PharmacologyJ Proceedings of the Nation al Academy of Sciences, etc. I am a member of the
American Chemical Society and a Fellow of the
American Institute of Chemists. In 1971 I joined the
staff of the Institute for Creation Research, of which
I am senior vice president. On our staff we have
nine scientists, not theologians.
I was asked by individuals in Murray to participate in a debate on the Murray State campus, if an
evolutionist opponent could be found. If not, I was
invited to give a lecture on the scientific evidence for
creation on the evening of Feb. 24. 1 accepted the
invitation. The letter stated, "It is impossible to discuss a major scientific subject such as evolution
without discussing the philosophy of science."
In my lecture or debate I will make no references
to the Bible or religious literature of any kind. My
arguments for creation will be based strictly on the
scientific evidence from the fossil record, the science
ofthermodynamics, theories on the origin oflife relative to chemistry and laws of probability, biology,
genetics and the pervasive evidence for design and
purpose in the natural world. If you have sound, scientific evidence for evolution from these areas of science it would seem that a debate would give you an
ideal opportunity to make known that evidence
while also exposing fallacies and weaknesses in
your opponent's case. Such events are neither "carefully staged media events" nor ..road shows" as the
others charge, but are open debates before students,
faculty and those interested individuals from surrounding communities.
The letter states, '"His (Gish) confrontations with
legitimate scientists have always been characterized by his evasiveness, outright false statements
and a focus on trivial details, rather than on the
larger issues actually being contested." In fact, that
statement is false. First of all, are statements about
the fossil record and transitional forms between
each of the major kinds of fishes false? Is the relation between evolution and the Second Law of Thermodynamics trivial?
In my debates I never lower myself to the level of
mudslinging exhibited by those who wrote the open
letter. I state the facts and allow the facts to speak
for themselves. If you have the facts that demonstrate the truth of evolution and lack of evidence for
or contradictory to creation please state the facts
and refrain from undocumented hearsay intemperate attacks on fellow scientists who hold views contrary to your own.
·

To the Editor:
I wish to reply to the "open letter" commenting on
a proposed creation/evolution debate which
appeared recently in The Murray State News. It contained numerous errors and ad hominem attacks on
my integrity, scientific knowledge and credentials. l
received a B.S. degree in chemistry from UCLA and
a Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University of California, Berkeley. I had 18 years in biochemical
research, including three years at Cornell University Medical College (co-authoring papers with Vincent du Vigneaud, who won the Nobel Prize in Duane T.Gish
ChemiStry while I was there), four years on the staff El Cajon, Calif.
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Faith offers comfort during distress
How many times have you asked
yourself why certain things happen to
you? Do you question an unusual
event's purpose?
In the book of Acts in the Bible, Paul
and Silas were ordered to be stripped
and beaten with wooden whips (Acts
16:22). Most of us would have only
seen this situation as an abusive
inconvenience in life. Paul, however,
saw it as another opportunity Lo glorify God. He let no chance of sharing the
love of God pass him by. "Around midnight, Paul and Silas were praying
and singing hymns to the Lord- and
the other prisoners were listening"
(Acts 16:25).
Sure, Paul physically was being
wounded, but his heart and soul knew
an eternal peace that apparently
drowned the darkness of the prison.
He knew Jesus Christ and wanted all
the earth to know him. During his
time in prison, many of the Roman

In My
(Jpinion
KRISTIN
HILL

soldiers came to know God's love, as
those prisoners who were already
Christians began to no longer fear persecution. Because of Paul's faithfulness to worship and praise God in any
given circumstance, others saw him
demonstrating faith in a bad situation. After all, it isn't necessar:ily the
circumstances that are important but
rather what you do with them.
Recently on a very early Saturday
morning, five friends and I were coming down from the fourth floor of Hart

in the elevator when it decided to just
stop. No abrupt jerks, no unusual
noises, no visible problems. Then the
door wouldn't open. We realized we
were in between floors and we obviously wouldn't be going anywhere
anytime soon. There were a few brief
moments of panic and hesitation
before any of us made an effort to do
anything.
The alarm button, who would have
ever thought I would be in a situation
that required me to push that button?
That's one of those things I have seen
on television,. but never thought I
would have to deal with.
We were on our way back down to
Hart's lobby to sing praise songs, so
we had a guitar with us. Using the circumstance, we all situated ourselves
as comfortably as comfort comes on an
elevator floor. My friends Adam and
Greg took turns playing the guitar as
three girls and I sang praise songs to

God. At this point nobody was really there and allowed him to use us to gloresponding to the alarm sounds. (I rify his holy name.
found out later a couple of guys did
Just like Paul, at first we were a bit
hear us, but they thought it was some- uncomfortable and unsure of our cirone just joking around.) A wave of cumstance, but soon after remem·
panic came over us again. Turning to bered our purpose in life: to better
God, we prayed he would protect us know God and make him known.
and allow us to use our situation to Through prayer and praise we used
glorify him.
being stuck between floors in an elePeople came by and knew we were vator as a time to not only build relain there eventually and heard us tionships with one another, but also,
singing to God. We had planned on more importantly, glorify God.
singing anyhow, but for some reason
Next time you find yourself in an
or another, God wanted us to worship awkward situation or things just
him there, in that elevator, at that aren't going your way, remember he
moment, eyen though it was 1:30 a.m. has a better plan and use your negaMaybe someone walked by and smiled tive situation for a useful opportunity.
because like us they know the love of You could be the example and witness
Christ or they needed a boost in spirit that someone, like the prisoners lisand God provided it through us. tening to Paul and Silas, benefits
Maybe our praising was a testimony from.
to someone or enough to illustrate we
f
did indeed have faith and confidence Kristin Hill is a staff writer for The
in God. Whatever the reason, we were Murray State News.

Holiday meaning
lies beyond gifts
When you write an op1mon
My
paper, you must think of a topic on
which opinions vary. This is a very
easy week to come up with a topic.
I have ten other roommates,
minus one at night, and we have a
SHANNA
small battle approaching this SatRILEY
urday, Valentine's Day! A few of us
have significant others (one has
four) and a few of us don't. Those
who do are subjected to .little wisecare about. That was the point in
cracks every so often.
elementary
school, when we sent
You all know what I'm talking
valentines
to
Lhe whole class. This
about, things like "well at least you
was
to
teach
us
that we can spend
have a man to take you out and
this
day
with
friends
or family. I
send you flowers." fve heard it,
spend
mine
with
a spaschoose
to
you've heard it, and before now,
tic,
little,
yippy
dog,
but
one
I love
I've even said it myself. I have
dearly
and
wouldn't
trade
for
the
always assumed that Valentine's
world.
Day meant exactly that, a man to
You don't even have to receive
take you out, flowers and candy.
But that's not what it means at gifts. You can simply spend time
all. It means getting a care pack- together. I don't want dinner and
age in the mail from your parents. roses (okay, maybe just a little). I
It means those silly little home- want a little romance and attenmade valentines that you used to tion from my special guy.
So all you single people out there,
make in the third grade. And yes, it
means spending an almost perfect just wait, soon you'll have an
night with the one person you want almost perfect night, too. For now,
to be with most of all. I say almost leave us valentines alone!
(Honey, if you're reading this, I
perfect, because something will
undoubtedly go wrong during the do like flowers. )
night, but only to turn into a more
Shanna Riley is a senior therapeu·
special night.
A valentine can be anyone you tic recreation major from Paduca~.

In

Opiuion

Show expressions of love everyday
Tomorrow is the one day I dread every year.
But not for the reasons many others gather
together in a common hate.
(Disclaimer: I do not have a "boyfriend" nor
do I even want one. But more on this later.)
Valentine's Day is a holiday on which couples show their love for one another by sending chocolates and flowers to their significant
other. What makes Feb. 14 special? I believe
love should be expressed 365 days a year.
Gifts should be sent when one thinks about
their "boyfriend" or ''girlfriend" (for lack of better words.) These little sometbings are a symbol for "You were on my mind and I wanted to
show you how much I care."
Valentine's Day has become a Hallmark holiday. Many people, including me, used to
think the more you spend on your loved one,
the more you care for them. Now I think that
is ridiculous. Valentine's Day is nothing more
than a marketing scheme which started a tradition of gift-giving many years ago.
I don't buy into it. I am an affectionate person who is more than willing to buy something
for someone I love any day of the year.
Although I do not have a lot of money to spend
on others, I still like to purchase the occasional gift to show my appreciation to those I hold
dear to my heart.
If this is sounding like a gripe session about
not having a valentine or not getting anything
tomorrow, stop reading now. This is not what
this is all about. Instead, I want to make the
point this tradition is superficial and rational
adults should rebel against this ingenious
marketing ploy.

symbol of love from someone in your hand.
Doing so could have ruined your reputation, or
even worse, your social status. I advise those
(JpinioJl
who remain in this mind set to get over it and
get on with your lives. There is more to life
than chocolate and flowers.
DENISE
Now back to the boyfriend issue. I have no
HIGGINS
boyfriend and, I am happy. First of all I think
the boyfriend/girlfriend terminology is very
elementary. I had boyfriends in grade school. I
have moved on now and I either date someone
Don't get me wrong. I have plans for tomor- or I have a relationship with him. I do not
row. I am gathering with my closest friends have a boyfriend.
and celebrating our friendship. I am doing this
Furthermore, I live my life how I want to
out of the love I have for them. I am also doing and I listen to no one e)se. I do not want to be
this because I will not exclusively share this tied down to one person during my college
one day with the man 1 care for.
career. I have learned much more by being
I think you do not have to celebrate this hol· single than I could have ever learned in a relaiday by buying something for the special tionship. Although this is not always true, I
someone you love. Instead I am sharing time have seen in my personal experiences many
(something precious to most college students lives ruined by settling down early with the
because of their lack of it) with my friends, wrong person.
If you have found "the one," congratulations.
single or committed. Out of rebellion's sake;
my friends and I are wearing black. But we I wish you the best of luck. Don't wait until
are sharing laughter and memories instead of Feb. 14 to show him or her you care. Say "I
gifts.
love you" everyday. The benefits are worth it.
Think back to third grade. You made valenI believe in living tor the moment. If you see
tine mailboxes and brought them to school. something your friend or significant other
You fllled out a valentine for everyone in your would like to have. buy it, wrap it and give it
class because you knew your c1assmates were to them. It comes as a surprise almost any
doing the same. You had your Valentine's Day other day of the year. Personally, I like to
party and opened every envelope and tried to catch people off-guard. They appreciate the
thank every person. You knew it was a joke gift more that way.
then. What makes it any different now?
Now remember high school. You could not Denise Higgins is the Viewpoint Editor for The
leave school on Valentine's Day without a Murray State News.

In My

Job yields
valuable
rewards
In My
Opinion
WENDY

STEWART

Of all the rewarding experiences I have had during college, my favorite is that of being a resident
adviser. During the past three years as an RA,
numerous people have lived on the same floor/wing
I live on. The RA manual calls these people residents. I call them friends.
Some of the happiest times I remember with
these friends are the extremely late nights, often
lasting until 2 or 3 a.m., we spent sitting in the
hallway talking, making midnight snack-runs to
Kroger and Wal-Mart, trading clothes for the big
party on Friday night and bawling our eyes out
watching Titanic for the third time. Even with
these wonderful, happy times, there have been
those moments of mixed emotio~rying because
the "dream date" broke someone's heart, dealing
with the disbelief of a late night call saying a loved
one had passed on, and helping someone through
fear because her car broke down and she didn't
know what to do. Every year as a new year rolled
has around, I have developed a d.i.fferent set of
friendships. Many times I bad the same experiences as the previous year, but with vastly different individuals.
.
Some may go into the RA position only seeking
the "perks" of living in a private room, getting a
paycheck every two weeks, and building a resume.
Others see an opportunity to be the ''boss of the
floor" by writing people up and getting them into
trouble. I urge everyone to look past these things
and see the rewards of cherished friendships, lasting relationships, access to professional resources
and the chance to have a neighbor/resident/friend
say "Thank you" or leave you a note on your dry·
erase board saying "You are great." Yes, there is
work involved in working the desk, having on-call
nights, planning programs and making decorations for doors and bulletin boards, but these can
all be fun with endless rewards.
These are all opportunities that you could have,
too. For anyone interested in becoming an RA
there is a timeline involved. During the week of
Feb. 16, there will be information sessions in each
of the colleges concerning RA positions. Attendance to one of those sessions is a requirement for
consideration for the position. There is an application packet to be completed. These packets can be
picked up at the housing office and must be
returned by Wednesday, March 4. After this there
will be a Carousel process and a formal interview
which will be explained at the information sessions.
If you have any other questions about being an
RA, talk to the RA on your floor/wing or call the
housing office.

Wendy Stewart is a senior nursing major from
Paris, Tenn.
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Penn battles accUsations of concealing campus crime
-<Jrime: In a report issued
by the Department of Education, the University of
Pennsylvania was cleared
of attempting to cover up
crime but concluded that
the University committed
several other violations.
BYIAN ROSENBLUM
0_./LY f>ENNSYLVANTAN

UNIVERSilY Of PENNSYLVANIA)

<U-WIRE) PHILADELPHIA,
Penn. - After a nearly yearIon~ review involving thousands of documents and
numerous interviews with
administrators,
the
U.S.
Department of Education last
week cleared the University of
the biggest of its alleged crime·
reporting violations - that it
had systematically attempted
to cover up campus crime.
But the report, issued to the
University Friday, concluded
that Penn committed six lesser
violations, including failing to
report an alleged on-campus
rape in 1994 that is currently
the subject of a lawsuit.
The Philadelphia Inquirer
reported in November 1996
that only about 10 percent of
the robberies reported to Penn
Police in 1995 were designated
as having occurred "on-campus" and were thus included in
statistics distributed to the
University community and
prospective students under federal and state law.
Following that article, the
DOE began investigating
· whether Penn was following

the Crime Awareness and 1994 to 1996 - and deterCampus Security Act of 1990.
mined that the University was
"I am of course pleased but in full compliance with federal
not surprised in the conclu- guidelines for the 204 incision," University President dents.
Judith Rodin said. "] think
These charges were the most
right now they are saying very serious that the DOE exam·
clearly that Penn is [reporting ined, as they called into quescrime I according to the federal tion th~ University's entire
crime-reporting procedure.
guidelines."
Rodin stressed that the UniOnly a limited amount of the
versity will "make the correc- University Police's patrol area
tions [the DOE] recommended" - which extends from Market
on the six violations and that Street to Baltimore Avenue and
"their interests and our inter- the Schuylkill River to 43rd
ests are aligned."
Street - counts as "on camThe University has 30 days to pus." Any criticism by the DOE
tell the DOE the steps it has could have made Penn appear
taken to remedy the problems. to be more dangerous than the
Penn is one of five universities on-campus statistics may indithe DOE bas investigated or is cate.
currently investigating for such
Instead, the DOE report
found only six areas of violaviolations.
Federal guidelines define an tions unrelated to the defini"on-campus" area as a "proper- tion of "on campus."
Two of the violations noted by
ty owned or controlled by an
institution within the same the DOE report accused the
reasonably contiguous geo- University of not reporting spegraphic area and used by the cific incidents.
Although the University ini·
institution in direct support of,
tially
reported that no rapes
or in any manner related to, the
institution's educational pur- occurred on campus in 1994,
pose."
the DOE said handwritten
Reporting crime at urban notes from 1994 by Maureen
universities is often difficult Rush - then director of Victim
because of the lack of defined Support and Special Services
boundaries between what is on - indicate that a rape was
campus and what is not. Rodin reported in a Penn dormitory
said the distinctions between on November 18, 1994.
Rush, now the University's
urban schools and more defined
rural campuses make it impos- director of police operations,
sible to compare "apples to and the University are defenapples."
dants in a February' 1997 lawDOE investigators examined suit filed py the alleged rape
a printout of the 1995 robberies Yictim accusing the University
- along with other data from of failing to protect her and not

including the incident in its of the University after the inciannual reports.
dent. The accused rapist, a curUniversity officials declined rent Penn student, is also a
to discuss the alleged incident: defendant in the suit.
The case may be called to trial
The DOE report also cited the
in June in U.S. District Court University for not listing eight
in Philadelphia.
student alcohol violations
According to the DOE report, handed out by the Pennsylva"the University decided during nia State Police's Bureau of
the summer 1997 that the Liquor Control Enforcement
reported November 18, 1994 during Spring Fling in 1996.
incident should have been
Seamon said the issue stems
included in the 1994 crime sta- from "administrative error"
tistics."
between the University and the
But t he statistics - which LCE, and that he is now
tally reported incidents and not reviewing the LCE citations.
proven crimes - were not
And Rodin noted that "there's
altered and redistributed by still quite a debate" nationally
September 1997.
over whether citations such as
Rodin said Penn had not liquor violations should be conwanted to make any changes in sidered arrests at all.
its policies during the probe,
In his interviews with DOE
noting that "we didn't think we investigators, Seamon said a
should do anything before [the citation should count as an
DOE] findings."
arrest, according to the report.
A recent copy of the statistics
The DOE also told the UniPenn submitted to the state versity that it failed to "comand federal governments says plete separate statistics for sepone "forcible rape" incident was arate campuses" and "include
reported in 1994. An asterisk statistics for all campus locaindicates that "this figure rep- tions."
resents a change in the previBecause the Morris Arboreously reported number."
tum in Philadelphia's Chestnut
Jack Feinberg, the attorney Hill section and the Veterinary
for the plaintiff in the case, said School's New Bolton Center in
he would present the informa- Kennett Square, Pa., are "not
tion to the jury to demonstrate reasonably contiguous to the
that Penn "doesn't follow the main campus," the review said
rules and regulations and do their statistics should be listed
the right thing." But the •DOE separately.
findings do not prove a "causal
And crime at the Hospital of
relationship" between Penn's the Univcrsity of Pennsylvania,
failure to report the alleged which is located at 34th and
crime and the "wrong done" to Spruce streets, must be includthe plaintiff, Feinberg said.
ed because of the building's
The plaintiff transferred out location and its use as an edu-

cational facility, the DOE said.
Rodin questioned the necessity of including crime at HUP,
which she said would "certainly
skew the data.. upward.
The DOE also accused the
University of failing to adequately notify all prospective
and current students of the
Campus Security Report's
availability.
:AJthough
University
spokesperson Ken Wildes said
Penn mailed out 73,000 letters
telling prospective students of
the statistics' availability and
15,000 brochures with the sta·
tistics themselves, the DOE
findings indicated that the
information should be included
with the University's applications for admission.
Also, Penn makes the crime
statistics available on its Web
site. But the DOE said finding
the information requires too
much "initiative" on the part of
students.
Instead, the DOE report indicated that the University must
mail each student a copy of the
statistics every year.
The DOE report also criticized the University for fai!i~g
to include hate-crime statistics
in its listings.
But because there were no
such incidents in any of the
crime categories the University
has to report, solving this problem would simply require stating that the number of such
cases was zero for each year,
Rodin said.

Are you looking for a great summer job?
Present:

Dr. Kilbourne will be lecturing on
"Slim Hopes-- What is Advertising Really
Selling Us?'' in the small Ballroom in the
Curris Center at 7:30p.m. on Feb. 23. Her
presentation is part of "The Women's
Center's Eating Disorders Conference."
jean Kilbourne, Ed. D., is an internationally known media critic, lecturer, &
writer. Through her illustrated lectures and
her awnrd-winning films, "Killing Us Softly,"
"Calling the Shots," and "Pack of Lies," she
has revealed to thousands of audiences,
including business a'nd community groups,
h~alth organizations, government organizations, conferences, universities, colleges, and
schools, the serious cumulative impact of
advertising on individual attitudes, values
and behavior, and on society as a whole.

We want to interview you!
LEADERSHIP EVENT
•

Jean Kilbourne

Wed., February 18, 1998
Curris Center, 3 - 6 pm
call now for information.

800.285.3276 ext.109
visit us at www.supercamp.com

THI Olfl YOU lOVI
Giv'em A Pizza Your Heart!

Available Tuesday, Feb. 17

Only

f f 99+tax
• Specilll good

Feb. 14 only

(While Supplies last)

Large-Heart s haped Pizza
Plus...20 oz. Pepsi with 2 Straws and a Carnation For Your Sweety!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
L arge-Heart Shaped Cherry Pizza and a Carnation Only $6
99

Valentine's Day Delivery
11 a.m. to close
M•l P4mmt1R~lh W.tbMtu

"Good Will Hunting"

<R>
/tlatinus Saturdtl)' & Sunday Only/
Monday-Thursday Nlt:hts
Stud~nts pay only $3 with JfSU I.D.

Chestnut
St.

753-6656
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Cinema International
shows French film
Cinema
International
will show "Rendezvous in
Paris", the fifth film in the
spring series. Directed by
French filmmaker Eric
Rhomer, the film is a trilogy of short stories about
people who meet or miss
each other due to fate.
The film starts a·t 7:30
p.m. in the Curris Center
Theater and is free.

WKMS celebrates
Black History Month
Throughout February
WKMS offers programming to celebrate Black
History Month. The programming started Feb. I
with the 13-week series
"Lady Day and the Cats,"
hosted by former WKMS
jazz producer Bobby
Bryan. The station also
offers student roundtable
discussions on AfricanAmerican culture on Feb.
18 and 15.
Other programs offered
are "Beyond Joplin: A Celebration of Black Classical
Music" at I p.m. Feb. 19,
"Will the Circle be Unbroken" at 5 p.m. on Feb. I 5
and Feb. 22, which features untold stories of the
civil rights movement,
"Gospel Tribute at the
Hollywood Bowl" at I0
a.m. on Feb. I 5, and
"Cyrus Chestnut In Concert" at 9 p.m. Feb. 19.
11

American Humanics
prepares fo r 50th
anniversary

I

'

The American Humanics
Youth Administration is an
organization that tries to
prepare students for leadership roles through nonprofit organizations.
They have been associated with the American Red
Cross, Boys and Girls
Clubs of America, Boy and
Girl Scouts .o f America,
YMCA, Big Brothers/Big
Sisters and 4-H for the
past 50 years. During
those years they have
established the Collegiate
YMCA, the Murray/Calloway County United Way,
the Campus Connection
Volunteer Center and have
coordinated the local
chapter
of
Big
Brothers/Big Sisters.
If you are interested in
helping American Humanics celebrate their anniversary or need more information contact Roger
Weis at 762-3808.

Conference held fo r
black student leaders
The Office of African
Recruitment
American
and Retention will host
the Black Student Leadership conference Feb. 27 to
· March I. The conference
titled "People, Power,
Progress: An Essence
Explosion" will feature
several workshops, roundtable discussions, a jazz
night, a fashion show and a
luncheon
with
Nairn
Akbar.
Registration will be on
Feb. 27 in the Curris Center at 8 a.m. and the cost is
$15.
Compiled

by

Brandi

Williams, Assistant College
U(e E.ditor
T
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Prep courses offer test help
Bv SARAH

post undergraduate programs.

WIGHT

Murray State's Center for
Continuing Education is currently offering preparation
courses for the Law School
Admission Test (LSAT). Graduate Record Exam (GRE) and
Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT).
The course for the LSAT is a
Saturday class beginning Feb.
21. The course will be 20 hours
and will cost $260, which will
include the cost of two diagnostic tests and the course workbooks.

(OUECE liFE EDITOR

If you're considering continuing your education past an
undergraduate degree and you
thought you would never have
to suffer through another standardized test after the ACT,
· think again.
fil

But if standardized tests
have never been your strong
area, there is help available.
Standardized test preparation
courses offer students insight
on taking admission exams for

Comedy Jam
held at MSU

John Griffen, coordinator of
The course for the GRE and
Project Outreach, said prep GMAT has changed this year
courses typically have very because of a change i'n the test
good results for students.
format. The test is now taken
"These programs are pro- on computer, so the structure
duced by Kaplan. They don't of the preparation course has
assure anything but for stu- been altered to allow students
dents who have taken the to come in whenever they
LSAT and then taken it again would like to•work on practice
after the course there was a tests.
Most prep courses cover the
very significant increase in
points."
best method of taking stan"If you are serious about law dardized tests and not the
school and you want to get into material on the test itself, Grifa good law school I would defi- fen said.
"They assume you have the
nitely recommend it. These
knowledge
in your field," Griffthings tend to work."

en said. "They tell you how to
take the tests, how to prepare,
what strategies work, the pitfalls of the test, what to look for
and how to utilize your time
best."
Students do not receive a
grade in the prep course and if
they are unsatisfied with the
amount they learned in the
prep course they can retake the
course free, Griffen said.
Anyone interested in taking
a prep course through the University can contact the Center
for, Continuing Education for
more information.

I'm hooked

'

has appeared on campus and
at parties around Murray.

STAFF REPORT

Do your Friday nights conSoul Flight Squad is a prosist of sitting on the couch in duction of 91.3 WKMS-FM
front of the tube bored out of radio that runs every Friday
your mind? Tonight, that is all night from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.
about to change, because Soul The show consists of R &B,
Flight Squad presents HBO hip-hop, reggae and som~
Def Comedy Jam Part II star- dance music. Jason Reeves is
ring Lavell Crawford and the producer.
Prescott with special guest
Tickets will be on sale in
host Spike Davis in the Curris
front
of the University Store in
Center Ballroom at 7 p.m.
Both Lavell Crawford and the Curris Center from 9 a.m.
Prescott have appeared on to 2 p.m. or you can buy your
HBO numerous times and also tickets at the door. Tickets are
Black Entertainment Televi- $8 and a portion of the prosion's Comedy View. Spike ceeds goes to benefit AfricanDavis has been on many differ- American Student Services.
ent circuits and just recently
The doors open at 7 p.m. and
completed a tour. A music the show starts at 8 p.m. For
appearance will be made by OJ mor~ information or tickets,
Baby Nupe, a local singer who call 1-800-599-4737.

Seth Dixon/The News

Rush ~ - Trowel IV, sophomore from Louisville, performs his role as Earl Fisherm an in
the child ren's theater play "The World of the Brothers Grimm" in Lovett Auditorium.

Colleges
begin
SGA to host Eating
debate
series
Disorders Conference
to cope are drinking, smoking, eating, overworking,
shopping, anger and violent
aggression, pulling away or
isolation, gambling, empty
sex and doing drugs. Wellknown speaker Rebecca Ruggles Radcliffe, the author of
"Dance Naked in Your Living
Room: Handling Stress and
Finding Joy,... plans to
address this type of behavior.
Radcliffe is expected to show
positive alternatives to coping with stress.
"We guarantee new and
unique ideas on coping with
stress and how to take time to
unwind," Jane Ethridge of
the Women's Center said.
Other speakers include
Carolyn Costin, director of
the Eating Disorders Center
of California, and an evening
presentation by Jean Kilbourne will focus on media
images of the body.
Students are admitted free
to workshops and charged
$10 for the luncheon. The cost
for others wishing to attend is
$75. This fee includes all
workshops, a luncheon and
Kilbourne•s speech and dinner. The fee for attending
only the workshops is $65.

BY A NDREA BERRY
CONmaunNG WaltH

The Student Government
Association will host the
third annual Eating Disorders Conference Monday,
Feb. 23. This year's conference is titled "Reclaiming the
Body.. :Proclaiming the Self."
The conference is expected to
enhance both professional
and personal awareness of
symptoma, signs and family
dynamics of eating disorders.
Speakers for the conference
will address a varief.W' of
issues during a full day of
workshops starting at 8 a.m.
on the third floor of the Curris Center. Topics include
"Medical Aspects of Eating
Disorders," "The Power of
Connections: Moving Beyond
Competition and Envy,"
..Food, Feeling and Families,"
"Lost in a Box of Chocolates:
The Misplaced Search for the
Meaning in Food" and "Eating Disorders in Special Populations: Men, Children and
Athletes."
As a society we are known
for engaging in self destructive behavior as a way to cope
with stress. Ten classic ways

...
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There is also a luncheon only
option of $18. Registration
must be received by Feb. 16 if
you plan to attend the luncheon or dinner.
Sponsors of the workshop
include
Murray-Galloway
County Hospital, the MSU
Women's Center, Christian
Counseling Center and the
Wellborn Mulberry Center.
Murray State sororities will
show their support by participating in the White Ribbon
Campaign. They will distribute white ribbons across campus to bring about student
awareness of eating disorders.
During National Eating
Disorders Week, students
and faculty will participate
by completing surveys about
eating attitudes on l<'eb. 25.
The screening will be continued on Feb. 26 at the Murray
YMCA and is open to the
community. Counselors will
be on band from Charter Hospital. For more information
on program content contact
Jane Ethridge, director of the
Women's Center, at 7623140. For registration information contact John Griffen
at 762-2160.

Bv

KRISTIN HIU '

STAfF WRITER

Think about the last time you
had an argument with someone. WM it completely disorganized and chaotic? Would you
believe there is such a thing as
"organized argument?"
That's how Doug Hall, captain of the Hart College Debate
Society, briefly described
debates between residential
colleges. This semester the residential college debate societies
will hold three debates on different topics.
The first debate will take
place Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. White
College will argue cloning
should be banned worldwide,
while Richmond College will
oppose.
In later debates, Hart College
will argue same Eex education
is more beneficial than co-ed
education and Elizabeth College will oppose_them on March
30 in Wrather Auditorium at
3:45 p.m. On April 21, Hester
College will argue year-round
schools are more beneficial
than our current system, and
Hart College will defend Lhe
opposing side. The debate will
take place at 7 p.m. in the Hart
coffee house.
These debates are parliamentary s tyle. which means the

audience is free to scream,
shout, boo and hiss. Crystal
Coel, director of Speech and
Debate, maintains order to a
certain extent, but the atmosphere is active and noisy.
. "These are nothing like a
presidential debate," Coel said.
The debates begin with opening remarks from both sides
and then the actual debate
takes place. Following the
debate, the floor is open for
questions from the audience.
After closing remarks, the
audience chooses a winner by
either a show of hands or by
applause, Hall said .
Coel said debates promote
communication skills, healthy
competition and analytical
thinking on issues that affect
students.
"The Speech and Debate
department and University
wanted to reinvigorate debat-~
ing on campus and the residential college system allowed this
to work effectively," Coel said.
Coel urges involvement in
the debate teams. She said it
doesn't involve much time.
Anyone interested should contact the captain of their residential college, although only
Hart,
White,
Elizabeth,
Franklin/Springer, Richmond
and Hester currently offer a
debate society.
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Williams singS of·simpler life
Victoria Williams
Musings of a
Creekdipper

Music/(el'ielo
C.D. Bradley

Victoria Williams' "Musings
of a Creekdipper" is an album
that is all about a mood. It definitely is not music for a sunny
day at the beach or for a any
kind of party I can imagine.
But if you're feeling kind of
bummed and you have weather
like we've had this week (and
being Kentucky we probably
will have it for awhile) this CD
might be worth a spin.
To be honest, the first couple
of times I heard it, I was at a
loss as to any good time or place
for it. It was by no means
awful; in fact, it seemed pretty
good, if mundane. I just wasn't
connecting with Williams'
songs about everyday life;

.....

ROI\OF..RJJ.i~E

there's not many hooks here,
and at first listen it all kind of
slides right by.
But it's one of those albums
that fin~ds its way under your
skin. I found myself going back
to find what I thought I was
missing. It's there, but it does
not make itself apparent. What
is going on is subtle, but it is
worth the wait. Williams sings
of the mundane: chores, the
family, kids watching trains,
but she fills it all with importance which is not readily
apparent.
Kids
watching
trains, humming birds, eucalyptus trees ... it doesn't really
compare with true love and
huge boat-sinking tragedies,
eh? Who cares about these

things
when
we
have minute, makes you think those
"Tubthumping?"
Well, occurrences are not so small
Williams cares, and she can after all.
make her listener care, too.
This haunting music about Musings of a Creekdip·
rural life will never make it to per:B
the radio or anywhere near
MTV. It'll never go platinum Top five COs of the
because it's not accessible;
there's no great love and loss week:
here, just everyday life away
from the big city. It is country 1. Pearl Jam• Yield
music with a small c, but it is 2. "Titanic;~\'- Soundtrack
among the truest country 3~ Young Bleed- My Balls and
music there is.
A friend of mine told me this My Word
week "It's all about the small 4. Sammy Kershaw- Labor of
things." Well, Victoria Williams Low
would agree with them. She
illuminates the small things s. lo~ McKennitt- Boolc of
Secrets
and shows they are not so small
after all. Most of the time, life
is not about huge events but sales Information S«pplied by Terrapan
Station.
about everyday occurrences.
. This album almost, for just a

...
By Gabe Martin

WeekAbeod
Friday, Feb. 13
•Registration Deadline- last day to drop any first half-semester
courses to receive a "W". Also last chance to change any first halfsemester course from Credit to Audit.
•Art Exhibit- The Eagle Gallery in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
presents the Kentucky Art Education Association High School Exhib- .
it throughout February.

Saturday, Feb. 14
•Valentine's Day
•Valentine Barrel Race and Team Roping- MSU Rodeo Booster
Club hosts a competitive open barrel racing and team roping event
at the Western Kentucky Exposition Center. Doors open at 7:30
a.m .. barrels begin at 8:30a.m. and team roping events follow at 1
p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 15
•Bible Study-9:40a.m. in Hart Hall Lobby.
•MCMA Concert- Rhythm and Brass, music from the Baroque era to
lively jazz, at 2 p.m . in Lovett Auditorium.
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus
House.

Monday, Feb. 16
•Deadline- Last chance to sign up for the Children's Reading Program sponsored by the department of elementary and secondary
educat1on.
•Bible study- 6 p.m. at the BSU .
•Debate- Residential college debate on the third floor of the Curris
Center at 7 p.m.
•Band Fesflval- The Quad State Senior High Band Festival in Lovett
Auditorium at 7 p.m.
•Bible Study- 9 p.m. in Hart College· lobby.

Tuesday,Feb.17
•Talent show- sign up for the Voice of Praise Ministry Talent Show,
held Feb. 21 at the BSU, in the Curris Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
•Coach Gottfried Show- Murray State Racer Basketball coach
answers questions and gives highlights of the basketball program at
12 p.m. in the Curris Center Thoroughbred Room.
•Seminar- In the Mississippi room of the Curris Center from 12:30 to
1:30 p.m. Topic will be "Nutritional Exercise." Bring a sack lunch.
VVednesda~Feb.
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Thursday, Feb. 19
•Prayer Meeting-7:15a.m. in the Curris Center third floor lounge
area.
•Line Dancing- 7 to 9 p.m. at Domino's in the Curris Center.
~oncert- the MSU Winet Ensemble and Jazz Band performs in
Lovett Auditorium at a p.m .
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•Talent show- Sign up for the Voice of Praise Ministry talent show,
held on Feb. 21 in the BSU. in the Curris Center from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. All are welcome.
•Free Diner- The Newman House, on the corner across from the
White College parking lot, will offer a free dinner at 5 p.m.
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater.

"Look- when you've got deadlines,
y ou get desperate, ok?l"

CoJ!9ratulations:
President: fori .Burlin~
'·
Executive Vice President: fmity Shipp
We~bership .fdttcation Vice .President: Kelty R@nolds
·· Treasurer: Shantt_on Walker ·· ·
<flew <member Coordinator:
Daniele Cave
.
:·.= Rush: tlshl@ Cleaver and ~enf!Y Breinif19
Standards: Shanna: Ril@
.......,,
Scholarship: ~ean 'lfiter
"~:.". · Social: <natalie Beavin
. ·: PhilanthropJJ: Kathleen Phelan :.. :. '· ·: ;~~ :).
.
Panhellenic DeleJJate: Rebec'ca Ro~ers
Panhellen~c Representatives: ~ulie Willirtgham. and Sarah Vo~el
. Property <man@er, tlshl@ <mcDaniel
Recordlrtg SecretaQJ: fi~ Blankenship
guard: ~ennifer far19don
tlssistant/Open Rush: Stephanie 1folt
Rush Jnformation Cards: Stac@ .Buchanan
Correspondin~ SecretarJJ: Christine Reiss
· tllumni Relations, <melissa Corn·
feadership: Ratlnn Carver
Chaplin: Riann tlldrlch
<music: Cr:ystal Roberts
,
.§reek fuents: TiffanJJ Wein~artner
Spirit: Sarah. Bullirtgton.
. .. · Panhellenic Officer: RieHm tllarich
Reporter: Kim 'lfolt
'lfistorian: tl119ela Simpson
Sports: tlrnanda §raueen
T-shirtj_9'ift <mart: CJJnthia Sukouich
Birthd~~ SuJanne KeJJ
,.

The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
-would like to introduce
The Ganuna Eta Pledge Class
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Will Byrd
Brandon Cartner
Eric Crane
TreyDelk
Clinton Dennis
Kevin Gray
BUrton Grego~
Michael Groves
Matt Hilliard
..
Ryan Johnston
Tonu:ny Jones
Nathan McDaniel
Will Owsley
Joseph Pere~
Scott Shelton
Mitch Sitnpson
Clay Vance·
Kyle Wellington
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Leadership MSU searches for qualified applicantS
in October for a grant. The center was notified in
January that they have been selected as one of
COLUCE liFE EDITOR
285 finalists from the approximately 18,000
applicants. Of the remaining finalists, 80 will be
Murray State's Center for Leadership and Polselected in June to receive grants.
icy Development is looking for a few good men,
Flynn said there is a void in our area of proThe Center is requesting $52,400 for the first
and women, to help better the community.
grams that develop leaders who have a strong
year,
$57,496 for the second year and $59,878
Leadership MSU is a new program designed to attachment to their community
for the third year which would total of $169,774
"develop leadership skills, foster a better under·
She cited statistics that claim currently 54
standing of the University and the broader com- percent of corporate leaders and 42 percent of for three years. Flynn said even if the proposal
munity and develop avenues for leadership and government leaders are graduates of 12 private is not awarded this grant they will continue
service own residential colleges," Sandra Flynn, universities: Harvard, Yale, Chicago, Stanford, with the program and apply for other grants.
The criteria for the applicants has not yet been
associate professor in the department of educa·
Columbia, MIT; Cornell, Northwestern, Princefinalized but Flynn said they are looking for
tiona! leadership and counseling, said.
ton, John Hopkins, Pennsylvania and Dartapproximately 30 to 40 second semester freshPlanned activities for the the members of mouth.
men who can demonstrate involvement in ser"So many areas depend on regional instituLeadership MSU include team building activivice to the University and the community, have
ties, meetings with media representatives, pre· tions like ours," Flynn said. "It should be from taken on leadership roles and can demonstrate
senting diversity programs and visiting educn- here that our community leaders should come their academic background is strong enough to
tional facilities from preschool through the Uni- and learn to be involved in the community."
be able to devote time to the program.
To fund the new program the center submitted
versity, city and county governments, area
"We want to reflect the diversity of the camsocial services and industries. In addition, stu- a proposal to the U.S. Department of Education pus," Don Robertson, vice president of student

Bv

dents will serve as mentors to the newly formed
middle school leadership program, Student
Reality 101, and high school program, Student
Leadership 2020.

SARAH WtGHT

Students perform theater tribute
Bv

REKA ASHLEY

STAFF WRITER

Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
and student director Todd Hall
are bringing the zest and power
of African-American plays to
Murray State with a production titled "A Tribute to Black
Theater."
The program is scheduled for
Feb. 17 at 6 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater.
The tribute consists of scenes
from four famous AfricanAmerican plays acted out on
stage. The plays selected are "A
Raisin in the Sun," by Lorranie
Hans burry, "The Colored
Museum," by George C. Wolfe,
"Fences," by August Wilson and
"For Colored Girls who have
Considered Suicide-When the
Rainbow is Enough," by Ntozake Shange.

Hall said the cast selected is
minimal but few actors are
needed for such a production.
"The tribute bus an ensemble
cast, which means the perform·
crs have roles in more than one
play," he said. "'fhe feature performers include Shae Pack,
Andrea Fields, Karsia Slaughter, Willie Mae Lindsey and
myself."
Hall said feature vocalist
Tonya Shelton will provide the
music for the production and.
said the costumes and scenery
will be limited.
,"This program is considered
experimental theater," he said.
"I want the focus to be on the
performance and the material
rather than on the costumes
and
setting."
Even though the program is a
collection of scenes from
African-American plays, it

offers something for all audiences.
"I think any production when
it comes to theater brings all
races together in unity for
enjoyment and appreciation of
art," Hall said. "The plays will
be a mixture of comedic and
serious scenes."
It is still uncertain whether
the plays will become an annual event for Black History
Month.
'This is my last semester at
Murray State," Hall said. "But
if someone decided to take over
and make the production of
African-American plays an
annual event it would be an
honor to me if they kept it
going."
Willie Mae Lindsey, a cast
member, said she is ready for
the tribute to begin.
"I'm a little nervous becausel

affairs, said. "We want a group that is
tive of the student body."

represe~"'

..We want international students, minorities,
students involved in residential1 colleges and
Greeks," Flynn added.
"It will be a big deal to be selected," Robertson
said. "This will be a major accomplishment. A lOt
of neat achievements will come out of this
gram.
.\
"There will be major incentives to get involved
with this program," he added. "It will identify
leadership potential and help nurture and devel:
op these skills. It will increase the appeal of
these students to employers and make them
very marketable once they leave here."
•

Pn?-

The applications for the program will be avai\;
able the first week of March in the residenti!U
colleges, Greek houses, International Student
Office, Office of Student Affairs and the Curris
Center.
•· t~
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Get Ready For spring Break

have to memorize a lot of lines
and this is my first time on
stage," Lindsey said. "But I
think I will do a good job. I can't
wait!"
Lindsey said she hopes people will come and see the play
since it is free of charge and
open to the public.
'We have not been practicing
a lot together but when we
have it has gone really well,"
she said. "Everyone has got
their lines down and it is really
coming together."
Lindsey chose to do the tribute in part because it is being
performed during Black History Month.
"I really wanted to do my part
for Black History Month," she
said. "I wanted to be involved
instea4 of just being a spectator."

W®WH

Lose Inches & Build Muscle W hile You Sleep!
With All Natural

Take 1 tablespoon of CALORAD w ith a glass of
water at bedtime...That's Itl
·
No Diets! .•. No ExcerciseJ ... No Side Effects!

call To Order:

Healthy Living

759-3333
EXT.J JS

so-Day supply $s s

Butt Sketch
Artist
•

Feb. 26, 1998.
10 a.m. 2 p.m.·
Rockhj Chair Lange
Curris Center

Ralph Woods Memorial Award

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY

Established to honor students who have made
an outstanding contribution in service and
leadership to the University campus.

YOUR LOAN.

After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$65,000 limit.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

Criteria:
1) Must be a December 1997 or May 1998 graduate.
2) Must be a person whose campus activites indicate
leadership.
3) Must be a person who promotes change
(Can accomplish goals and is of service to
lj
students and faculty.)
lj
4) Grade point average is of no consideration.
lj
Applications are available in Office of Student
Activities. Three Jelters of recommendation (from peers,
instructors or whomever you like) validating the
nominee's leadership capabliti~s must accompany your
application. Applications must be submitted by
Tuesday, March 3, 1998.
d'.Jl...
~
Funded by: -:::J3I r- & ~
~ .,...,.~

442-2949

&

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!

....

www.goarmy.com

7J.iaza 6'1 iA~
$ l.le•
StiEAK PREVDIEW

Onlv ~Ia~ 6•JI.
LJnu~~~~lenl:$
Across from Sp -~r:' ..
1411 Main '
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COUPON

Free Honey Butter
or Red Sauce
wI order
of Breadsticks
Not Good With Any Other Offer
01ne-ln only,

Expires Feb. t7

- - LUNCH SPECIAL

I A snce of Cheese PJZza, Cheesestic:k. I
& All-You-Can-Drink Soda
1
""' $2 99 ,.,... 1
Not Good W•lh Any Other Offer
Dme·ln only. Expires Feb. 17

~
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'-=..,-=-,-=--==--=--=--=--=-:::1~=-=--=-=-=-=
=-=-=-=
=-==-=
=--We deliver from 4 p.m.
to CLOSE

759-12:34

Movie Special:

Tanning Special:

Sun.-Wed.: Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 F~ EE
Rent 3, Keep for 2 Days

One Month Unlimited Tanning
$40
(Includes a Free Bottle of Lotion)

'

Business Hours:
Mon.- Thur............ 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. ................ 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sun ...................... noon - 10 p.m.
759-4944
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SportsB'I·ief ')
Men's tennis
prepares for EKU
Coming off a loss in the
first match of the season,
the Murray State men's
tennis team will compete
in the EKU Invitational
this weekend at Richmond.

Men's basketball
season near close
The Murray State men's
basketball team plays
Southeast Missouri at 7:30
p.m. in Cape Girardeau.
Then the Racers play
Austin Peay at home at
7:30 Thursday.

Track team stays
close to home
The McDonald's-Saluki
Shootout is the next meet
for the Murray State track
and field team. It will be
at Carbondale, Ill. on Saturday at Southern Illinois
University.

•Men's basketball: De'Teri
Mayes led the Racers with 37
points in the 94-66 win ouer UTMartin.
Bv GREG

STARK

SPORTS EDITOR

It was the battle of old age and
treachery against youth and influence.
This time youth won out (as it has
many times recently).
Cal Luther came back to the sideline for one last time. As it has been
the last few years, Luther paced the
visitors' sideline. It was his last visit
to the arena where he paced the
home sidelines for 16 years in the
'50s, '60s and '70s.
However, his team lost 94-66.
For most of the contest, the Skyhawks kept the game close, using a
slowdown, pick-and-cut offense that
wound the shot clock down to under
10 seconds on many possessions.
After trailing 44-33 at the end of the
first half, the Skyhawks were able to
trim the lead to 54-49 early in the
second half.
The Racers then showed why they
hold the OVC's first-place seat, as
th e team embarked on a 31-9 run to
take an 85-58 lead.

OVC Standings
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Middle Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee State
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State

12-2
12·3

11·3
8-6

8·7
6·8
5·9
5-10

3-11
2-13

Statistical Leaders
Points Per Game:

De'Teri Mayes (21.6)
Rebounds Per Game:
Isaac Spencer (7.5)
Assists Per Game:

Chad Townsend (5.1)
Steals:

De'Teri Mayes (39)
Blocks:

Isaac Spencer (31)
Field-goal percentage:

Isaac Spencer (.620)
3-Polnt Field-goal percentage:
De'Teri Mayes (.437)
Free throw percentage:

Mike Tumer (.833)
•As of Feb. 11

De'Teri Mayes led all scorers with
37 points on 14 of21 field goal shooting. Reserve Aaron Page followed
with 14 points. Gottfried said playing a team with a slowdown offense
is different than what the Racers

have seen all year.
'Tm excited about how we played,
it was a little different than how it
has been this year with a team that
wants to milk the clock," he said.
With Southeast Missouri's win at
Middle Tennessee Saturday afternoon, the Racers took over sole possession of first place. Gottfried said
the team needs to stay consistent if it
is to stay there.
"Obviously, , SEMO helped us.
We're obviously in a good position if
we can keep winning," he said.
With UT-Martin's use of the slow·
down offense, Gottfried had the Racers show more of the press than they
had in earlier games.
"We tried to press them to get the
game in our tempo and to keep them
in our game," he said.
Gottfried used old philosophy to
describe how the Racers arc going to
play the next few games.
"Each game that lies there in front
of you is t he biggest game. You have
to take it one at a time," he said .
Page said the three-guard offense,
with Mayes and Chad Townsend, is
hard to defend.
"It's kind of hard to defend D.T.
and I when we are both in the game,"
he said. "We like to spread it out
when we have that three-guard lineup in there."

Louisville next for
women's tennis
The Murray State women's tennis team will play
in a tri-meet Feb. 20·22 at
Louisville. Teams included
are the University of
Louisville, Eastern Michigan University and Southern Illinois University.

Bustin' 'em up

Lady Racers
hit road
The Lady Racers will
face Southeast Missouri
and Eastern Illinois on the
road Saturday and Monday. Then they will come
home and face Austin
Peay Thursday.

Spotlight
De'Teri Mayes,
Women's tennis
De'Teri Mayes and the
Murray State women's
tennis team are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
Mayes, senior from
Montgomery, Ala., scored
37 points in the Racers'
victory over UT-Martin.
The victory helped the
Racers secure sole possession of first place in
the Ohio Valley Conference race.
The women's tennis
team opened their season
winning a total of 14
matches against players
from Butler and St. Louis
University last weekend at
St. Louis.

Daytona 500
' For the first time ever,
brothers will start in the
first and second positions
for the Daytona 500.
Bobby and Terry Labonte
will start on the front row
Sunday, with Bobby win·
ning his first Daytona

pole.

Danny Voweii/ The News
jared Hayes, freshman from West Paducah, plays a rou'nd of pool in the Curris Cente r Wednesday
afternoon.

-Track:
The McDonald's-S aluki
Shootout is next for the Murray State
track team at Carbondale, Ill.
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
STAFF W RITER

The Murray State Track and Field squad
has traveled from Lexington to Bloomington,
Ind., in the last two weeks. It now looks for- ·
ward to competing in a more familiar venue
as it gears up for the Ohio Valley Conference
indoor championships.
The MSU track team will s pend this Valentine's Day weekend running, th rowing and
j umping at Southern Dlinois University in the
McDonald's-SaJuk.i Shootout. The field fea tu res 15 teams from the OVC and other confer ences. Teams in the running for high places
include: Murray State, Southeast Missouri
State, Middle Tennessee State and Southe~n
Illinois University.
Women's captain, Polina Morpzova, said she
looks forward to having the whole team compete and to seeing what the team needs to
improve on for the OVC championships.
"The whole squad will be competing, and we
will get to see what our strengths and weaknesses are before t he OVC tournament,"
Morozova said. "Our sprinters, three-way
teams and long-distance relay events look to
be our strengths right now."
Men's captain, Jason McKinney, says team
members are looking to make their mark on
the MSU team before the OVC championships.
"Th e meet t his weekend at SIU will basical·
ly be a tune-up for the OVC's at the end of
F ebruary. Everyone is t rying to get into posi- tion to compete at the conference' championships," McKinney said. "There has been a
lot of good effort and time put into our practices t his week. Everyone wants everything
to be positive going into the OVC's."
McKinney, who won t he 5,000 m eter race
last weekend at Indiana University, also said
many MSU players will be in the thick of the
competition.
"AP. far as teams go, Eastern Illinois, Middle
Tennessee State and ourselves will be the top
teams in the OVC tournament. Brian Palmer
and Keith Jar~d are looking the best they
have all season for our squad . Anthony Jett
and Mike Mc:>Kee are also improving with each
race," he said. "As for the rest of the team, we
are always full of surprises, and anyone of us
could be a contender for a top place in any
event at the OVC's."

What to expect for arrival of big race
It was the r estart on the last
lap of the Bud Shootout Sunday
(formerly known as the Busch
Talk
Clash ). J eff Gordon started on
the inside lane of the front row,
and he was to dictate when the
GREG
field would resume speed.
STARK
However, outside front-row
starter Rusty Wallace jumped
out to the lead before Gordon
could mash the gas and circulate through the gears. Gordon first NASCAR race Sunday.
let off the gas, thinking Many will watch Daytona to
NASCAR would yellow flag the get their racing fix for th e year,
race and do the restart over like many people only watch
because Wallace jumped too the Super Bowl to get their pro
early. But it was not to be, as football fix. Here are some
Wallace and Jimmy Spencer things that the unseasoned racbegan a side-by-side battle. ing viewer can watch for.
• Drafting: For those who
With a little help from brother
watched
the worst racing movie
Kenny, Rusty won the race,
of
all
time.
the'unrealistic Days
and Gordon limped to a 14thof Thunder, many may rememplace fmish .
That race got the NASCAR ber the scene where Cole Trickseason off to a rousing start. le (Tom Cruise ) and Dr. Lewici
Even though th at race did not (Nicole Kidman) were laying in
count for points, it is indicative bed, and Cole was demonstratof wh at lies in the ·season ing drafting to her by using
ketchup packages as cars on
ahead .
For starters, it proved that her leg, and telling how two
the new Ford Taurus is no cars are stronger than one
slouch . Many in the Ford ranks when drafting.
Drafting is used in some form
thought that the new body style
would be at a disadvantage on on a ll of t he Winston Cup
the s upers peedways. With tracks, but it only comes into
Rusty's win in the Shootout, major play at Daytona and Talthe new Taurus proved itself ladega. Since all the cars are
nearly equa.l at those two
immensely.
Many people will watch their tr'acks, due to lhe introduction

Sports

,

of the restrictor plates on pionship, or if he will follow the
engines in 1987, drafting is a path traveled by legendary drimajor factor.
vers like Darrell Waltrip and
Don't be surprised to see the Richard Petty in the twilights
first five or 10 laps of the 500 of their careers.
·
ru n with the entire field
• Multi-car
teams: Jack
bunched in some places at Roush owns five cars. Rick
three or four wide. As the race Hendrick owns three cars, as
straightens out, the drivers does Felix Sa bates. Robert
might fi nd a drafting partner, Yates owns two cars, as does
or "dancing" partner. Multi-car Richard Childress. Richar d
teams (more about that later) Petty owns two cars. Dale
will find this more beneficial Earnhardt has formed a team
from drafting. Last year, Bill for rookie Steve Park.
Elliott was leading the 500
The last three seasons a
with less than 10 laps to go, member of the Hendrick stable
with Hendrick racing team- has won the Winston Cup
mates Jeff Gordon, Ter ry championship: J eff Gordon in
Labonte and Ricky Craven 1995 and '97 and Terry
right behind him. Gordon, Labonte in 1996. Other teams
Labonte and Craven teamed up have seen the success of Henon Elliott, with Gordon going to drick and have decided to form
the inside and Labonte and multi-car teams.
Craven taking the high road in
Roush, who started in racing
tum one. All three passed, and as an owner of road-r acing
Gordon went on to win the race. teams, started out with Mark
• Dale Earnhardt: Earnhardt Martin in the late '80s. He
will be trying to kill two birds added the 16 team to the fold in
with one stone on Sunday. His the early '90s, with Wally Daloverall winless streak extends lenbach as the driver, and Ted
back to the 1996 s pring Atlanta Musgrave presently pilots the
race, and he has never won the car.
Daytona 500.
In 1996, J eff Burton was
Earnhardt has won 70 races added to t he team in the 99 car.
and seven Winston Cup cham- In 1997, Martin and Burton
pionships. This season will be a had excellent seasons, so two
determining factor to see if he more teams were added to the
still haR the fire to compete for fold for '98: Johnny Benson Jr.
his eighth Winston Cup cham· • and Chad Little.
~

Benson will pilot the Cheepos-sponsored 26 car this season. Little's car will have the
same colors and the same num·
ber, as John Deere will stay on
th e car with the 97. It marks
Little's --------------return to
j
Ford after
he had a •Daytona 500:
successful Stark analyzes this
9 9 h6 year 's field; lo cal
l
B u s c
season in boy makes trip t o
the Thun- big race.
derbirds.
As
I
Page II
s a i d , - -- - - - multi-car teams will benefit the
most from superspeedway racing, as well as racing in general. If all five Roush cars qualify
for the Daytona 500, t hey will
make up approximately oneeighth of the field.
Mult i-car teams can also
compare notes, which will help
each other in the long run. The
T hree Musketeers' mantra "All
for one and one for all" applies
in this case.

InS de

Greg Stark is the sport.<; editor
of The Murray State News.
I(
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Rusty Wallace, winner of Sunday's Bud
Shootout, figures to be a factor In Sun·
day's Daytona 500. Walla ce, the 1989
Winston Cup Champion, has never won
the 500, but has bee n In contention t o
win In the past. Wallace's team, Penske
So uth, has helpe d to pioneer the
cha nge of Ford
teams t o the new
Taurus.
Danny Vowell/
The News

Earnhardt will finally win
B Y GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Analysis

Dale Earnhardt will win the
Daytona 500 this year.
This prediction has been
made by broadcasters, print
media and people in redneck
bars throughout the South
every year, wrongly, it seems.
However, this year it will
change.
Earnhardt will win because
fewer people are expecting him
to this year. He didn't qualify
for the Bud Shootout (formerly
the Busch Clash), a race he has
won on many occasions.
Earnhardt hasn't won a Winston Cup race in nearly two
years. After passing out in his
car after the start of the Southern 500 at Darlington S.Q. last
September, people began to
wonder if he should get out of
the car.
The truth is, Earnhardt isn't
the Intimidator anymore, or
One Tough Customer, as Wrangler ads described him in the
'80s.
He has become a smart race
car driver.
With a hit at Talladega in the
summer of '96 that might have
ended some drivers' careers
and another serious wreck in
last year's Daytona 500, he
may have lost his ability to
dominate a race, but not to be
in contention at the end. With

two solid top-fives in the spring
.Talladega race and the summer Daytona race, Earnhardt
is ready to bust out for another
win or another championship.
What better place than Daytona?
Look at this year's contenders. Rusty Wallace won the
Bud Shootout in his new Taurus, but he was quicker on the
button than Jeff Gordon, and
lucky Gordon didn't stay with
him. Luck can carry a man only
so far at Daytona. Gordon also
could be eliminated because of
his unreliability in pressure
situations, so he will not win
two in a row.
Ken Schrader had ihe
strongest car in the Sbootout
and one of the strongest in
qualifying. He is one of the
unluckiest drivers, and something will bite him in the end.
Sterling Marlin and Bobby
Hamilton can also be crossed
off the list. Marlin, who is the
best superspeedway driver,
moved to Felix Sabates' t.eam,
who has less compet itive equipment than his former employer, the Morgan/McClure team.
Hamilton has moved to t he
Morgan/McClure team, but is a
better medium-sized track driver.
Pole-sitter Bobby Labonte

Track Facts

could also be put into the Ken
Schrader category. While being
competitive in most of the races
last season, Labonte only managed to win the final one at
Atlanta. Terry Labonte is the
most consistent driver on the
circuit, too consistent to win
the crown jewel of NASCAR.
The Jack Roush and Robert
Yates teams have yet to find
t he setup on the new Tauri to
be competitive at Daytona,
struggling in qualifying and
the Bud Shootout. However,
they will be competitive come
, Sunday. Dale Jarrett has sur·
vived last-lap shootouts with
Earnhardt at Daytona twice,
and he could be o'ne of the
favorites. Rookie Kenny Irwin
will also be competitive in the
Havoline car formerly riloted
by Ernie lrvan, but, like the
saying goes, you have to lose
one before you win one. Roush
drivers Mark Martin and Jeff
Burton will be competitive and
come home with solid top-1 0
finishes.
Jimmy Spencer h as to be the
darkhorse for this year':; event.
Spencer did well in this year's
Bud Shootout after winning the
Shootout qualifier in a Thun·
derbird, and he put in a stout
qualifying effor t in his new
Taurus. With his only career
Winston Cup victories coming
at Daytona and Talladega. he
could surprise many.

Shape:

A Tradition:
Student
attends .
Daytona

2 .5 mile trioval
40 feet wide with 12- to 30-foot apron

Turns:
Banking: 31 degrees
Length: 3,000 feet
Radius: 1 ,000 feet

Trloval:
Banking: 18 degrees

Frontstretch:

.

.. .

Bv

Chute length: 1,900 feet (from turn to
middle of trioval)
Total length: 3,800 feet

GREG STARK

SPoRTS EDITOR

Backstretch:
Length: 3,000 feet
Source: Daytona USA
(www.daytonausa.com)

Track Records
Winston Cup Qualifying
Bill Elliott (210.864, 42.783 seconds,
February 9, 1987)

Winston Cup Race
Bobby Allison (173.473, July 4, 1980)

Busch Grand National Qualifying
Tommy Houston (194.389, 46.298, Feb.
10, 1987)

Busch Grand National Race
Geoff Bod1ne (157.137, Feb. 16, 1985)
Source: NASCAA Online
(www.nascar.com)
Greg Stark/Spans Editor

For the last several years Andy Foley has attended
the Daytona 500, a privilege only few NASCAR fa.r:is
have.
·~
Foley, a Dale Earnhardt fan, remembers last yearts
race, and the turning point of it, where his favorite
driver slid down the backstretch on his roof.
l'J
"It (the race )was okay, I guess," he said. "I di~n:t
like the way it ended, but it was nice and pretty." ·
Foley left for Daytona Wednesday. He arrived on
Thursday to watch the twin-125 races, which set po~
tions 3-30 for Sunday's·field. He will also attend U}e
season-opening Busch Grand National race tomorrow,
the NAPA Auto Parts 300.
.
Foley said he looks for the new Ford Tauri (plura(f~r
Taurus) to be strong.
· 1'
"The Fords are awful strong," he said. "NASCAR•is
for 'om. I'm anxious to see how they run in traffic."··u;
The new Taurus struggled in preseason DaytQJY1
testing until rookie Kenny Irwin cut the fastest ~
overall at the end of testing. l''oley said t he Fords ~r.e
getting strongc.r.
' "They weren't timing well a few weeks ago, but their
times are getting a little better, and they are getth4:r
pretty strong, which I don't like/' he said. '11ike tG ~
the Chevys do well so Earnhardt can be competitive."

Se r·v in g M ex i ca n Foo<J
a n d D e li Sandwi c h es
'

t ·r!O n l

11 a .tn. t o 11 p .m .
B a r Hours : 11 a.m . - Midnig ht
Treat your V.1l enti ne to

.1

grt',ll d i nnl'r.

Located on 641 S.
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
Educational Attainment
Annual Median Salarv
Bachelor's Degree ....................................... $39J624
Master's Degree ........................................... $50,003

GRADUATE STUDIES -

762~464

--

!-~-l-~-------- ------·-·-:ss~-:;
C.AI r-aft sO..,---

I

I

! STIJDENTS, it's time once again to
I

l
I

!nominate your favorite teach er for thel

! MAX CARMAN AWARD !
I
I

I
t

, would like to nominate!

:I I,

:

for the award!

I

:

I
I

I
I

l PLEASE COMPlETE 1liE FOllOWING INFORMATION :
You . Bottled .>>
What would you be 1f you came back as a Pure·lume? Find out with
plant & flower Pure-FumerM Aveda Personal BlendsT'-'. Plant·based
hair care, Pure-FumeNaromas and body care made just for you, by
you. Just choose the aromas. formulas adn shade-enhancing color.
Mix. Apply. And smile. Only from aveda. Get bottled today.

m ask.hair.a now available •·

9h£; ~~U?/lL-Uz_£ 0 rw/ t-foa/
301 N. 12th St.

767-0760
e-mail: essentialspa@mursuky.campus.mci.net

:

1. In what department docs the lhculty llll.'mber
teach?
2. I lave you had thb profe$!>Or in class?
If so, whal <.:la,~es?
3. Is the proti.~:-;snr avail ..il>e tor a!'isistancc outsi<.le the classrootn?
4. \X'hat qualitic!-> do you fed tins profeso:;or has
that \Votlld qualify him for this award fo1
mllstanding da:;:;room performance!
5. ~lust have four years teaching exp~rience at
1'\-lurray State

:I
:
:
:'
:
:I

Univcr~ity.

Student's
!:iign:lturc - - - - -- - - - - --

-Date---

Major
Phone--RETURN FORM TO SGA 01-'FICE BY NOON, f'EB 27, 1998
l'lt·ase usc addition.ll shcch if n..:u.:ss.:uv.

Fmukd B1• SGA

·---------------- - -·- - ------ - -------------·------------~--- - -

~~~~~~~--~--

-

-------- .
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You've had everybody's
cheeseburgers. You've had your
everybody's lnes. So give up and try something really different. Like Arby's lean and tender
roast beef piled htgh on a toasted onion bun
topped With our tangy cheddar cheese sauce,
With an order of A~'s original cris~y Curly
1- - • •
Fries on the stde. Now that's d1fferentl
'~'

I..i;llilli..~'l~ r€t•I•l .,

a.:.lllMII
II. .

........... ·C1~3M>y'•1nc

~~twoM~~McooPon--i_\

:
I

$2 78 Arbg-&~:
<::::::=::>
•

''I

: . 507 N. 12~h St • 753-884 f ~~:
I 10°/o Off with ID
I must present coupon

I
expires 021271

L------------~----~
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Mavericks show up Pattons
The Mavericks "terrible twosome" demonstrated this new
game to the Pattons in Independent Division play Wednesday night at North Gym in the
Carr Health Bwlding.

the situation.
.Jared Aldridge led the Mav·
erick attack with 11 points in
the fitst half, outscoring the
entire Patton team by one. Led
by Aldridge, the Mavericks
Jared Aldridge and Kyle were able to post a 21-10 lead
Wellington looked like they at the half.
could start for the NBA MaverIn the second half, Aldridge
icks after the game on Wednes- continued his hot streak, while
day night. No matter where another Maverick player decidthey were on the court, they ed to steal a little bit of the fire
had a magical touch some peo- for himself. Kyle Wellington,
ple like to call "being on frre."
who scored two points in the
first
half, took advantage of
The Mavericks came out of
several
open looks and drives
the gate fast, using a pressure
at
the
basket as the Patton
defense to frustrate and disdefense
tried to key on
rupt the Patton offense. The
Aldridge.
Patton team looked to be out of
sync the entire half, and the
Wellington hit three threeMavericks took advantage of pointers and just missed a

•Intramurals: The Mavericks took on the Pattons
in Independent basketball
this past week, a game the
Mavericks lost.
B Y j ASON BILLINGSLEY
STAFF W RnrR

The NBA had a new event
this year for the All-Star Saturday competition. Players from
the NBA and WNBA played a
game commonly known as 2Ball where each player must
shoot from different spots on
the court each time to score
points.
What does this have to do
with intramural basketball?

fourth by having his foot on the
line when he shot. His 11
points in th e second half
opened u p some opportunities
for Aldridge who scor ed 13
points of his own.
In total, Aldridge and
Wellington combined for 37 of
the Mavericks' 51 total points
in a 51-28 victory over the Patton squad. Eric Crane and Bu rton Gregory each contributed
seven points to pace the rest of
the Maverick squad.
Steve Newman led all Patton
scorers with eight points, while
Nick Nottingham had seven,
Albert Masticola had five,
J ustin Graham had four and
J ason Midkiff had two points
for the Patton team.

Women's tennis finds
success at St. Louis
ers took five of six singles
matches and two of three doubles contests.
Against St. Louis, they again
took five of six singles matches,
but this time they swept the
doubles competition.
B Y EDDIE GRANT
A~SISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
"'We had a solid performance
from each player," said MSU
Last week the Murray State women's tennis Head Coach
women's tennis squad faced off Connie Keasling. "We had
against teams from Butler and depth, good singles and doubles .
St. Louis University in St. play."
Loniq
Keasling added that St. Louis
The women made an impres- was a good team for her squad to
sive showing as they won a total compete against. Since the Racof 14 matches during the week- ers are a team used to playing
end.
outdoors, to win at St. Louis,
Against Butler, the Lady Rae- indoors is a big victory.

-Tennis: The Lady Racers
are 2-2 so far in their short
indoor season win 14 of 17
matches on the road.
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l.nvc, your Sbtcr• on Alpha 11c.-lt.1 Pt .

We w.om you for i'.oll ' 01

C.>lllC'

to nur

mfo. 110.<100 on 2118.~ :u •1-30 r m in lite

SCOTT Ai'<TIQll! MARI\1!1' 1.211(1
,._hihotO< lx•llhs Fdmwy liJrt<l fd>naary
2.! ~lonthly • l'o:c...-c:mh<'f ahru June Oluo
F.xpo Ct:mr:r - Cuh•nthu•. Ohio 1-71, r:xu
17th A•-.:nuc. 1614> <;69-4112.
MOTIIU HOMl I.<)ANS, ')% tlnv.n. •d•·

nanang. cquily lo:m. Free ocUc~ p:ltk.lgc,
IJn<Vhomc loan.' Crt.:n 'free fin:tno:.l
tl(lO·l.!1·112Q.l or RINJ·5'>l-H717
A I' A llO~AL MOIULE HOME

I'll'~ r\NC.l'

C0\11':\'IY ll.1s 2, 3, ll 1 i,.,Uroom >ir1j!lc
~nd

eas-y

muliJ<IC.'\."llOO lxonk R.'fl':t>. Gl't':ll r.•lel;,
qualil~ .and tr:m.'f"r <>f f>.lymcnt.'

N..:e !V\Id10 ~pt. Aero.--, lrum M'U C'JIIIJ)IJ.'
H'iO pcr munth .WJt•·r tndu<lt.'ll L"all ~j-

7?>9':

I'EN·PHF.N MF.Dl"X ~I'M.'-: II )'PU tN'<.I
pn:.,•:nption l'en-l'l1t:n R~-.:1"' diet ~'

NOTICES
------------------

ant! •ulli:nxl he.1n.1lung <on•ph<..ollon•,
you nur be cmnlet.l to compms.11i01\.
Attomc) Ch~rks j ahn'o{)l1, 1-81),).5~<;.~7.!.7

Lll'l:HOl):'F.

7~3·07110

Found l.adlo JUng. CaU and ldrntJfy

n62·t-t78
Earn S7S0.$ 15001'Wl!J'K; !!A'<.' all the
11\1.10<:)' )"OUt '-IU<i<:nt jti'Ollp ""'--d' ll)'
r.porN>nllj( a VI'\,\ fiu>UtlL>Cr nn your

c:tmpu• No '""""''IC1ll & 't:f}' l11tle dmc
ntt·rt:~' 110 I~Jli)I'~IJ<>O , "1

Ut'ctk-d
0111

all for

IHS-l x 9;

onlnrm;ll~m tuc.L~ .

\\hy

J--!4)11 ~2j.

.

Found Last Dog ln South.,.ood An:a..
C&f.I7~9-SS7l

Uave Fun lt:ll'\1ng F~ lor vour Uuh•.
f<•.Jn~• Sc llf011J1"
l'. arn up to S500 ex
mnrt.• 1'111 our 1~ Y<'lf>o of fundr.•I''"K
cxp..-nenre to w•ll'k tor )"OIJ, (:JJinnw lor

5-'63 Opqt 7 dl)"'
•(:NJ1J" lulmcdi.ue SS lot otrul1ll""'-' '"'-1•
dcmenL< .utd dt:f.:m:d mwr:mcc: daim.,.

Jei.

Df}.IIE11C.'>

(l '>lNG 1"\Sl U'l/l CJI<.l \'OU
~kdlc;u:e ur "'-'llr.<J\CC' lO\<:'I'i truN

know
•UPI•lie-.7 S;wc mnncv....~111 )-RIK17·1fl.ll••2.
Lrhaty M.:dlc:ll S:ltt...r:~<loon g\t:tcntt~
No liMO n.eanl1er.. Menlt~>n AN ANlO
UQL 10 I:I.'OR\11\RS :.m: n<~ tn::lk:d ;ahkc.
All nt·w HAI'f'YJACK liQUI ·\1Cl'dchvi.T.'i
,Jctl\'e Jngrd.locnL< Walh Ill<' lal<"l It:< lmnh·

Ill' "' foam1 ked & h:ud"-'Olre liloet:s.
WW\\' I IAI'PYJAC.KINC . CO\!)

( \ "''

0\.'H FOR I10~1EOI:I.'NI'RS • Crroit prtrblt•n" \lll<kt:-.I<X\U (AIIhoJlJ,\Ic h1JJ-, h<>IIIC
lnljlfO\"<:OlC:ntS, IP)Ofl bnd CCtntrJ<.'I.\. fiJoJ
<Tc-<lot OK i\ dirt.'CI 1\cnnrck) lcn<lc!Nl<lC a
hrokt·t No ·•rrht.ltK•n lu~. S d.•y '""'
mg;. l,l;'e come u r ) OtJr honw 1...~24-t
1)<)\)ll,

HO~IEO\\'NERS'

l)cbl C<ifl.-.olitbtoon' Bor

\\o:ntwonh 1.fll'*lJI·'>37~.

FOR
-------

FOR .s'.<\J.F. R.U~Jl.,Jl MZO Mounlaln
8Uu: ~-oopk: ye-.u,. uld UU New,. SlSO
\all .abo wolllhrtJw rn IItke rnlk th.ll ftt.,

on trunk 01 L'nf 7$J-6W>
Tt.'X.Li lnstrurndll Tl-111 IL1nd hdd alcuLuor $4<> (".:111 7(\.L!'J'ltl

Sale ()llllfiiU.' ll<xlk-.J><·lf :ilen:tl S)'.'!1<,11 ('J) pl.I)'Cf llttll L'.l,.,'it'lt<~ Nic-·· C:tll
l'(;r

iS~n<..

Altlu, P:lj.,'elll:tkcr
\'er.>~Clfl

aliiUiliOII\l! R'Jl'llt
No tuition
Gl't>. hogh ""houl diploma prtw~n\ av-~!1

lnr MaUnto.'>h.

IBM PC and PC :xrs .s 10 adJ.
}I(IS u.-e '" fi>r JKlll~. "W-11.10(1

GR--.u for

For Sale :z...n.lth Da&a S)'5Crft1S bp Top
compmcr """' but gl"\:at fur wnling
fYJI><'''· h:1> :a lliL"<! CIIT)'lnl( l~IS<' Also D

IBM PfO{V1ntc~ All for ju.o;t $1~ call 7U·
~6 Mk for Todd.
'>iiU IU.:ILDINGS i>.'!le j()x4\b.IO. SU"Jl}.
roxt;0\14, ~ll.tl.l7; SOx7~J< 14, $10,"7~.
"i0xl(.Y11t16, SP1,6»!; 60xlQOxlh, $tli.91ih.
MlnJ.stnr:ag;: h\rildtflW', 3()x160, 32 UlliL'>o
S13.1Hr , l·tL'<! hondn1n;,. S<.-moru::l Build·
In~'· FOO-nHJ71l0, Extnwon i'9
\1('01.1'1' TANNJM; IWI>~. 1:on .:o.t h<llnt:.
Bu)· (lire,., :and ..:~vc! <~mmcrt~ll lhomc
urlll' Irom S199 00. Low monthly pay·
nu:rus. Ft<·t· colclf t·aLtlnJol. C:~ll today 1·
IIOO·RH-1310.
DE<;'JIN, l'll f'iU!-COI'o!'>TRlJC..IlON VAl,..
l e. Ll-.t <'ll:UI<.'\:1 lJ3 ht.-droom conch
rn•nourn' The T~'mlcc• ~~ l'l:lk111l """'·h'
compk:lc rt.'SOrl .anwnJtle'l c: oll Adam'
Rt~d E:.:sutt•, Inc for lo"Jic:ll infonnatoon I
Mllf>.(>">·t·l'l6t">
TAN AT 110\11' Don't nuke ~

hu$1<' mt.t••k·· \.omp,ort• th< !'.IHJ\I.a>tcr ht:J to
<.'\"CI)'Ih~l( d<e Vou IJ ill' !V•d yuu tlld .
f r<'<' wlor ta!alug Fill:lndn!l H:!OI>-~.U71>lZ.
'

"Murray's Largest Buffet''-30 items
* Buffet served 7 days a week.
*10% Discount with MSU student I.D.
IIours:
Carry.Oul
406 N. 12th SL
Available
~un.-Thurs.
Nexllo
11 a.m.- 9:30p.m.
Calering
Pizza Hut
fri. & cSnL
11 u.m.10:30 p.m.

~bl"-

on the <.2mpu< of Murray "':llc 1!01\'Cr.Sily,
is now taklo11 appllc:aUon., fur thc lc>llov.•
'llll po-ittcn" Wc.:kend adml""ions Ckri< :
Mrmmum w;~gc, S.IIUTI.U)' 8:;10-5, Sun<l;ay
12·5. Weekend <iil't Shop dt·rk: Mintrnum
W'Jjlt; :i;!tunhy 1!·30-5 Sunday 12·5,
W~kend ClL..t<l<luno Mmomum w.a!IC. Sat·
wd:ay 9-'1, Suntby 12:30-S~ W~-ekt:nd
Sc:t'mty· S;uurcby 8-5, Sund:!y 12·5.
w...-kday Sc.-nwty: Tue...Wy· l'nt.l.ly fi.S,
CUrdrtori:LI A,odswlt: Monda)~fnd:Jy 3-S;
Cc~lt.'<lt<>O.' Wr>rkc:t'. M<xtday FriJoly RJO·

5 11lt'>l' flOMtlon.. wllll!t'l!'n Matt:h I ~nd
run throu!lh SO\'Cfllher ,30. No phone
lfl<IUirit:!' plea.-.e. Applk1.1lions :ovml:1hle In
UK' mu~m olf~Ce~.
Uppt·r Cla ...,mao MU<lt;-nt nu)<.>nng in :-.p..~

c'i:lf =cling or E:k'llll'11LIIY J:l.du~tk"' 10
IUIIJr II ~~ old In "P,l.o;t Tr.JCk• jlhoni<'s
rf('M1Uf11.
l'rtw~m funtisltc:d. C'.:ill 492-

8287 nr753·3001
li<•lrw:~rt•

5.0 Un<>.,..-nc:d $7S. 162-29'}A or

7S.l·1176

•

759-2348

SALE
----------

'!!9 - 1\tcwu I.X ~ 'lxl LOI\Ilf'O NICE
mu.'lt sdl a-.kiJ18 $3.900 oho 762·23S7

Tre at Your Vale ntine!

Gift.
Cerlificale5
Banquet Ooom

The Murray State men's tennis team got
their spring match play underway this past
week when they traveled to Knoxville, Tenn.,
to face the squad .from the University of Tennessee.
The Racer s, who ha ve three new members
on the roster this year, dropped all seven of
their matches to th e Volunteers.
"They (Tennessee) will probably be one of
the best teams in the cou ntry," said MSU
Head Coach Mel Purcell. "They have a bunch
of good players."
Purcell also said it was nice to go back and
play against the team he used to play for.
"It's always nice to go there and play a good
team f9r experience."

lmpmvrnnenL•
Apply
by
Hotne'
phom•n4 hour .•ppmval No "'JUIIY
r<:<JUin:d. l'l:ad'num Qapital: J-1!()().~23-

.!0120 \\'ITI«.>I.IT' <,LA 'iSES! Safe, r2pld,
rltlfl·'llll!l<"JI pcnmnent h!ot<)r.otron (J.fl
we.:lc.•. Airlone pdo1 dcwlopl"CI l:loctof
;oppnwed l"rt.e onfOTJTl!illun hy nlJlh (~)JI
422·1;llll, Hxtenslnn 21~, f.i()('i) !Xil-'i'i10,
FAX C406) 91\1 ·5577 ltup:// www.,..,>O,.,.
fret.'t.IClm t.1llll l'A llSFAGilON (;I'AR.\r;
TI-J'J)

Despite the loss, Purcell believes his team
will fare well this year.
"We have a Lot more depth this year and I
think we will win more matches," Purcell
said.
The next challenge for Murray comes this
weekend as they will take on teams from
Akron, Tennessee Tech and Eastern Kentucky as they participate in the EKU Invitational.

BY EDDIE GRANT
ASSISTANT SfooiTS EDITOR

The team will then be on the road for
matches the rest of the month. On Feb. 20
they will be in Nashville where they will meet
Southern Illinois and the host squad Vanderbilt.
Their final match of the month will come on
Feb. 28 where they will face Indiana and
Northern Illinois in Bloomington, Ind.

Classifieds

h:rllmom Oon l f<)I)IL't to pi...'k up ~ppll
(';l!K>ns ;U S<oA and Sc:h<••l RciJUC>I'\.'

Tem~• ~hie nr n1:1ke <:~•lo ·M~-r. I ree
t':ill I.W~6')1-4(il~, extcnsion911

FRf.H I'RFC.NA'K\' mTS

Purcell's Racers
drop first match-up ·

many

PERSONALS

TI1:mk~

"We played really well,"
Keasling 'said. "I was really surprised with our result against
Saint Louis, because they are a
tough team.
Keasling also said that this
was the first time in two years
this is the first time that every
player has played great tennis
at the same time.
The
next
contest
for
Keasling's team will be a trimeet in Louisville on Feb. 20-22
with Eastern Michigan and
Southern Illinois.
Then they will be preparing
for a Spring Break trip to
Hawaii on March 7-14.

Shirley Martm/Guest

Aubrey Reese drives on UT-Martin players during
Saturday's 9-t-66 win.

Arc you loo •king for a Great !'>umlll<.'l jot>?
Super Camp will be cond\KtlllJI on cam·
Jlll' mtcf"\-ICW'o on Wednaday, Febnaary
18. In the Cunitl Center ll'om 3-6 p m
Oon'll1ll'll his opportunl!)' 10 truly l'liJkc a
th!Tcn.1l<X.

DRIVERS • f.OI'.. Hr.lnd new poy pock.:lj!C'
11\<Jnli~' c•pt:lll'nc:e - ~>tart~~ Z7C milt:! 2
~'l.':lr.< - 2ft(. 3 yeu~ • 2')C~ 4 ~'C.';lr.< - JIX: S
year.- - 31<: 6 ye:us •
Sludclll.• ""'
Wdl't.llC Nl.. l..stoo-5Z7-~Illl.

6

,l<.

flRIVFRs • 0TR l>rlvens nct:<.lc<l immcdl,udy. G~'t'll hum•:llmc. Top h.-nelit.~
MIJ<lr mc.'llll-..1, Ctpti<'lii.Jr:nul l'n::O<tJptlon
card A.<Stgilcd trulton. Ye-ar-round rid.:!!<
Totp fl'lY • with 1-.>nust 1-ll!X1-~,1~4Z •

HOUStng, lllt':lls, mc:dlc:al t'.lre :mel
payd,.,.·k prm k.lt:d. H('lp wilh juh pial..,.
mmt :11 <.'OOlplction , AIIQ IR-2-i Job
Cotps-U S l)t:p:antll<.1ll of tabor pmgr:un.
Call h'dty! HIUI~~!!'j.4(J"i2.
I>RI\'ER.\. Elm $1\.iS.OU O<lC:Xpt'flCI1ld 'o
prnblc:mt C.O L lr:ltntf1M pmvrdl:d - rt<l
ronrr..a n:quin:\1 Our 1\t'llllll ky IC'mt•ll:lb
• n<'\'\1 lr.ltnt'e:l and .:-xpc:·nen<<.'<.lu::amsfsin·
111<=- right now! 1 ·~16-"iiS"i
"Cl HMM:V SWf.I'I'S NFEf)F.O. Expc:ricnce
n..'<IUiret.l <::til I (H(]()J 'll().61fi0"
OIUVER.' • Nl:'W I~ p:t)' pati<age Arcuc
Expn...-.s i• ~...-klnr< t·nmp:tny/rt:Rk>n~l Sc
om tr:lctor-{r.)llc:r dtlvt-n-. du; A COL
wotlv haLtn.1l .md 1 )etr orn o.ltivillfl
n.'<Jutn:d <:all 1)-~ve or U"' ;u 800-927·

0431. fOil.
DRIVER OTR ADVANCE your lhchc<J
Cl~'l' "'ilh .\I> SJ Phone appiiCIIio<~\
appr<wt:d on 2 hours! S I.(M~) .MJVI-<>n
hunus & llt()n:l Qdl Kdly' lll:l0-f>I(•·343H
C:XIt'lll'IOil 1007 0wnct opcr.llllfS "-'clCOntd

ORIVER OTR C..m"t lt':ll and o:bx 'Mth
your famtly ht...:.,uo;e of m<>n<:Y womc:s.'l
Call COVENAJI.T TllA:"SI'ORT c:xpcri·
<"'ln-.1 drw<"" :l!td O"-ll<'f oper.uor. 1·ROO+l1-4.W-I Jo~!:ldUJle stutknl' l·ll00·;\386428 Bud .'rk:ycr Rd~al Truck Uoe
.'<01<>'~ and t~>nltu<ICJI' 1~7-3729.

'1\'ATKf:O.'!\ REI'R£SENTA11VE'i Wllnt<'ll!
Cu~o~nmo:l' an: WJttin)l IU n.~.rdl:r V'.lnii!J,
P<'PflO, <.1nn;Jn~ on, l!nlrnenL•, o;:~lves and
murc. Gno<i caminj!S 1"~'-"hle. Start
lmmet.ltudy. Rt•mrc.kd anfonn.111un C:all
~ llfll'1•n~e tt!AAJ

DRIVFRS • OTR

634-:5-192.

~tn~l.-s

Ufl<.l leo~m' rk.'rtl·

Joe. CDL·A Rt-qulred. C:udltl:ll Frclght

cd r'.ompt!t•h'"' f'Qy, me'IIK'.JI hcndl\'-

CO\IPI\SS TR...NSPOHTAnON • Onvel'
~'\1 No e)(.,..'l1t:1Xe net"Q...:Jty. l'.:1m

6 mont It• tr:auor-~r~okr ~Xfll'nt--nu:. C:lll

S';ixJ.'70) wcxkly+hencttL,. llnrnc t-very
"'«k<'llll d,b., A dnvt.,.. ~II 14lr.l().ll'j.
9002 for CDL tr.unang alii HI00·21l-7364

!AI*!

CAMPER SAlES Ttrt'S ul prt>'pt'ctinxl Di.'·
et JUr:lj!<:d hy an OOck.? W:tf\110 be ~ of
u 'Y'tem tlut dunonarc' ho<h' Kt·ntucky
company offer.<: l111!h comrms.,l<>n.,, no
mkl t':illong; tr:umrtj!; ht•alth hcneht.,. <"..311
Huh Tavlor. (i)().Z')9-7tt'il\ Mundly thru
Fridly fOf per..<lfl:ll lntcrvlc:w.
TRAINI::F.~ WA'lTED • Eam whale )'OU
toon f<W :1 <:':lrecr on wekLng, nu.... ong. =·
pc:nuy, ''\Ihnat)' urto, hu:.ine.•, ck-.:tf>Cll,

u-."11Tl<'Lf u>rwrnuon:tls. Monimurn 22 \1.11h
Ro:11lrunnc:r DL\tribut1on

tod;~y! 11()0..79().

- H·S20tC().\fMJ'i.<iiON . f"'-')'
mt1hod,, homo,._.,, l<x:al lr:ltmng ln<kpt'fl<.knt
n:p,..,...nt:~tln·" cam qukk
m•h. Duphc::llc Cllt'CUrive' 50 SU<.'Cc'iul
m<HleY makong idt.':l, Need luoJ r.ll""R
llUfUJIC'f l.jj()().7j'j.~2M
A\'0:-.1

,.,r.,.,

PROFE.SMONAL IRt:C:K DRI\'l!RS - limn•·
wcekendi. Slt!<'p ntj~hlb
Ex< ellc:ot
p:t)"/l><:ndl" p;u kaRC. P.l:ot triertdly ..!4hr
JL.,J>.llt:h Flatbt.'(L't;a.,t,·m lulf op.:r~toon'
A.'i."j(ll<!<l e<Jmcnuon:~l• lmmc.-JilJc openonJ!.' Call l·llOO-Il:!H-1!3.~

><Uio.

wuh ·
late m•xlt·l lltnH•ntiOTI:lb ,\
ye:nli cxpcrit:n<e SUit ,3()C - 3,\C mUe +

ttcnc:tl" C:lll tAO.'>) ~
EDITOR
Award wrnnlnM 5C'Illi•W<'t'kly
h;c; l'('t.'fllllj.t ror c-clitcM" S(,nd rt::rume (II.
ruhJ.,IK:r, Po !lox 199, "-hdby.,lle, KY
4(0.'16.

TRIJCKF.f(S, f\c yo>ur "wn I~'''' f'.,t:ah·
lishcd 11.111,..'\J company ~p;uxlofllt mtt>
1\~·nautky luokmg ti•r quahry owncr op..-r·
~lOt!!. G~t money, rt:~il<1' ll."o~-,inf! lJv:tll·
:ahle C:dl 1~70-'511}1

Rt!n•nl•ng engant.'Cr, rautu
fdm, Oil•

WANTEI1

:tnlllMm«-r. '"fl'Jit.,fllC:\\\'i/vidt'O

,u

d~j<~> tr.uninM. lot.'al rt1:ltuf rJJio-TV
IKln.~ n.mrUing studios. N<l c•1x:ricr\l:e
nC<:cs.<:~ry. 1'/T uvallahle Fn.'\: color vitlco
J3j 10-96:1-'J'J''>l

Ul.t}00$5 SIG.'II.0:-1 1!01\'U' CX!Robc:r'on b l<~>klnR lor Vllll '"'"' tlnwr.;. Up I< •
.30'/ ullk: to -.t.ut. •"\"<'ll Cb"" A GOt.. I
y..-.ar OTR I·R00·473-~'llll EO!'Jruf

DRI\'I!RS AI>D IT Ul' It'!> all held Nt.-w
+ grell lx:ndit., T
S41t ~orp I"Y • fllln: drlvtn!l plt·llMin.:l OTR

Clllllllflll111 ..28-J{Klllll

dnva:n;, t'ludcnl J!l"lldu;U.:r; l-llf)(}{)3~>9
1\lN·III~.

TRAVEL
----------Spnn~ ll=k ll;tl>:ul>a' l';trt) C.noc•d fJ
Oa)'ll S2~
lnc:ludc:~ ~ft':ll<, l'.utle- &
TaM:t>! Grc::u r\r::lchd & No&hdifc:! l..c:l•'t:l>
from
South
Hurklt!
spnn)!btc;tklr.n·cl.com l llOCJ.678.6;l86

ri~. Ulhln.,, ja<"lll7J,

no tests

•>nlnned nunbkr.l,
HI'.ARTI.ANO J.)l(~t-l·lll.$l(l97

1\'0WS) htrp:h~

"GI!T MARRIP.Il" SMOKY MOl !IITAINS,
lln.':llt nn~ b..-;wt)ful <lupcls, ck'"j!alll
while .and .:t'ti.Jr mounr;wa tnp daap:l
~hwd1 mlrilil~. cnmplcae :orr.lnj.,'<'lll<."'ll<,
honc)·moon & family ohin.os, no ll."4.<.
1/HOO-ll').}-727-1 hnp//www.,nt<•kymtn

m:J!IA:tlflVnull Smkwed.hltlll
MARRY ON A MOI'NTAIN\ lie m.arn.ctl tn
lllJWIIhn.'111 mountJintup dl:lpcl sur•
r• l\ln.Jed hy tl\'\:- nnd U"-eoc>me v~ews ol
doc Grl.'ill Sn~<lky Mtl\trllain.'' Call !410tl
72'}-4365 hlip:ltww'" rmdupel.mrn
:1

Advertise with the
Classified section of
The Murray State
News. It's cheap and
people read it.
20¢ per word for first
20 words then 15¢
every word after.

SprlnR llrc;ak l':tn-Jrll;~ Chvt ·'13Y on the
hc:xh nt=:Jr d~e hcsl ha"' $14'i! 6 fn..-e l'.tr·
Ll~ & l·•t.-c: Cowr (.h.•'}:!<' tndtl<k'tf1>.tvt"'"' S1~9' •prutMllft!•kmvd <'om I·MI.Xl·
6~381i

Florida'• Nt:w !lot Sf>Ol• South l!c:u·h
$1l9! lbr.. npc:n unlll S 11 m. • Gn::u
ht.·.o.hc'. .tn!Votoc,, up.""""' • wam,.,.r
wc::uhcrt Try Ccn,g Hc-~ch· titl~>n $17'.11
I>JytOIU SH91 spnnjtbrt:;ll.tr:IVel.com I·
llQl ~7/l·(dHil

A BI!AtmFllf. <.HAPI!lldnllth c.:hrw••n
w~:Jthn~t G:uhohurM·~ ortginal (sonn•
118)) Ph<->eogr:tpll! mu.,.c, 11<"'""'· hm<.-,
t:ltUllJ ~UIIl'S, firq>IJI:~ ~~)\"C \t'alk
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When was the last
time you had a
great cup of coffee?
Exotic blends, deep rich flavors, and the finest
arabica beans are the hallmarks of CoffeeMasters
Gourmet Coffee. Experience the best, because
when it comes to coffee . . • taste Is everything.
Finer Gifts at Bridal Registry
11 1 South 4th St
On the Court Square
Open Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00
Phone 759-2100
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CONDOMS

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

This is not the first time the
two organizations have worked
together on a project. SGA has
worked with the athletic
department on fan promotions
such as giveaways and bus
trips to away games.
"Right now we are looking at
getting a bus to take students
to Nashville for the second
round of the OVC tournament," Morgan said. "'We
haven't found one yet, but we
are still looking."
Morgan said she does not
know whether there will be a
similar discounttfor next year's
game but hopes the SGA will
be working with the athletic
department again.
• Said Morgan: "We do good
work together."

Correction

"They could realize life isn't
worth not using a condom."
This year, funding has prohibited Health Services from
doing any promotions, but
Lyle said there are still bags

In America, you are
not required to offer
food to the hungry.
Or shelter to the
homeless. In fact, one
of the nicest things
ab_9ut living here in
America is that you
really don't have to do
anything for anybody.

,... -....

In the Feb. 6 issue of The

..

"~;!'

.

of condoms for student availability in the Office of Health
Services.
Despite the efforts to promote safe sex, Lyle said she
still sees people coming in to
Health Services with sexually transmitted diseases and
unwanted pregnancies.
"I don't know if the mes-
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sage is not sinking in or if it
could ·be other factors like
drinking involved," she said.
"The STD rate is down from
past years though."
While only condoms for
males are available in Health
Services, doctors have also
been working on a condom
for females.

Called the Reality condom,
it has only recently been tested for its prevention of pregnancies according to the web
page www.nau.edu.
Studies of the new product
reveal an overall pregnancy
rate of 13 percent over a sixmonth period. This means
one in four women may

become pregnant during a
year while using the Reality
condom.
In a study done by the
Female Health Company,
using the female condom
along with a regular one,
reduced the transmission of
sexually transmitted diseases by 34 percent.

Residential Coilege Association (RC~)
proudly welcomes
th e

KACURH '98

conference

:

•· . . ...~
·..

to Murray State University!

Murray State News it was

stated that Health Services
is closed on Wednesdays.
Health Services is open
Monday through Friday

a

to 11:30 a.m. and from 1 to

4 p.m. It is closed ·only

To the 80 million of you who
volunteered time and money last
year, thanks for all you've given.
Imagine what more could do.
Call 1-800-SS·GIVE 5. It's what
in the world you' can do.

Wednesday afternoons.

G OLF EOUIP.f4ENT
CUSTOM FITTING
ALL CLUB REPAIRS
- t 997 DEMO SALE· 40 % OFF
GRIP REPLACEMENT $4/ CLUB
~ t 998 CLUBS FROM $ f 9 5.50
MAXWELL GOLF CO.
767-0073

I

Umbro® Adidas® Fila®
Reebok® Nike® Starter®
•NFL - NBA Jackets
•Warmups
•Fleece
•Nylon Windwear
·UK Apparel

DENNISON-HUNT
Men • Women • Children
Sale Ends Wed., Feb. 18

SPORTING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPOilT IN YOUI LIFE"

Chestnut St.

I

753-8844

'

Sale Ends Wed., Feb. 18

